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Cover picture
Crocus species
Shuttterstock

Did you know?
THERE ARE over 80 species

of crocus, flowering from

early autumn to late spring.

The stigmas of autumn

flowering Crocus sativus are

used to make the spice

saffron. But the so-called

autumn crocus, Colchicum

autumnale, is poisonous.

Practical
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Detailed advice on planting 

spring flowering bulbs

How to plant up a bed or

patio pot of strawberries
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It’s time to put in fruit trees 

– we show you how

QVC expert Richard Jackson 

on his gardening season
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40
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Peter Seabrook
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Christine Walkden

Storing squashes & pumpkins

Anne Swithinbank

Make gardening a pleasure

Bob Flowerdew

Plant seed potatoes now

Toby Buckland

Mixed views on berberis

Expert advice

MARMITE SHRUB Naturalise spring bulbs

your plot

weekly

Plant ornamental grasses

Plant a strawberry bed

GRASSES Best planting combos

I’ve learned to love spiky berberis

TREASUREHUNT

£480

see page 49

worth of prizesin our

SEEDS

FREE
eechinacea

19 September 2015

TRAIN
CANES
Tips on tying in
loganberry canes
+ growing guide

P4
Spring
bulbs P18 Loganberries

Editor’s lett er
The plants grew quickly

and uniformly from seed. I
set them in well prepared
soil on the allotment, next to
two non-resistant varieties.

In late July both non-
resistant varieties showed
significant signs of blight
damage and soon keeled
over, but there was not a
spot on the foliage or stems
of ‘Magic Mountain’. Their
fruits swelled steadily in
spite of the unseasonably
cool summer. This week I
picked seven big trusses of
fruit. There are a few spots
of blight on some leaves, but 
not enough to cause a
problem. I am impressed,
and will try more blight 

resistant types next year.
Interestingly, three tomato

plants grown in pots in my
back garden have no sign
of blight – they are not
resistant types. This could
just be luck, but it’s more
likely that growing lots of
potato and tomato crops in
a small area (the allotment
site) increases the risk of
this airborne disease finding
a host then spreading.

Have a great gardening 
week. 

Tim Rumball

36

50

52

We test garden tool storage 

boxes and pick a winner

Tea break puzzles with £30 

cash prize up for grabs

We visit a shady woodland 

garden in Manchester

Regulars

I
WAS about to give up
growing tomatoes on
my allotment. Blight has

seriously damaged or
destroyed crops planted
there every year for over 20 
years. Back in the early
nineties I regularly got a
crop to pick. It’s certainly
been worse in recent years
– but I don’t blame global
warming... summers feel no
warmer than they used to.
The prevalence of blight is 
just cyclical, I guess.

Anyway, this year I
decided to try one of the
blight resistant varieties
being offered by seed
suppliers – ‘Magic Mountain’
from Thompson & Morgan. 

P14 Ornamental grasses

P6
Plant
strawberries
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wo ways with bulbs

S THE dreary winter months start

to wane, the appearance of the

first spring flowers are like a 

trumpet-call of hope.

Pristine snowdrops, a blast of daffodil

yellow, iridescent Iris reticulata – they all

remind us that spring must be on its way.

Some spring bulbs are ideal for borders,

Ruth looks at a couple of different ways of planting
your spring bulbs – but which one will you choose?

4 AMATEUR GARDENING 19 SEPTEMBER 2015

but snowdrops, chionodoxa, grape

hyacinth, dwarf daffs and tulips, crocus

and winter aconite can be naturalised in 

lawns, where they will spread.

Or you can layer them in pots, which is

known as ‘lasagna’ planting. Depending

what varieties you choose, this can give

colour from late winter through to May.

Ruth Hayes
AG’S GARDENING EDITOR

To enter the draw, send your name and

address on the back of a postcard to

Peckish Complete Draw, Amateur

Gardening, Westover House, West Quay

Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG. Or email

your details to ag_giveaway@timeinc.com,

heading the email Peckish Complete Draw.

The closing date is: 23 September, 2015.
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I’m looking forward to lots

of colour in my containers

and lawn next spring

GIVE YOUR
garden birds
the energy they
need this autumn
with the new
Peckish Complet
Energy Balls.

Easy to use, the
balls are packed with 12 nourishing
ingredients, which help keep birds
fuelled for longer. We have five packs
of six no-mess balls to give away.

W
e
st

la
n
d

ou on t nee to spen a
fortune on bulbs. I bought

some from Poundland – they
are a bit smaller than some
(pictured inset), but look
OK. Being small they may
not flower next year, but

should be fine the
following year!

top tip

A

W
E ALL love colourful

gardens packed with

bright colours of every

hue. But there is something equally 

attractive about ornamental

grasses. This week we celebrate 

the beauty and versatility of

decorative grasses, their multi-

hued, variegated blades, and

seedheads in a myriad shapes

and sizes. I’m looking at different 

varieties, caring for them and

where you can go for specialist

advice (p8-9), while on pages 14-17

we show how best to display them

in your garden. Happy gardening!

With AG ex perts Marc and Ruth

Your
gardening 

week

Welcom e!
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Bulbs for pots 
and lawns

‘Lasagna layering’ a container
 

1I chose tulips, narcissi and Iris reticulata,

which should give me a splash of colour 

from February right through to May.

2Place a crock at the base of a large

container. This helps drainage, which is

vital in a typically wet autumn and winter!

4Place the largest bulbs in first, on the

compost. These are tulips and daffodils

which I have alternated around the container.

5Cover the first bulbs with compost and

then add your second set – I decided to

add crocus as well as iris at the last minute!

6Top up with compost, label the container

and water it well. Stand it on pot feet to

help water run through during winter storms.

3Roughly half fill your pot with compost –

I’m using a mix of multi-purpose and John

Innes No 2, with added grit for better drainage.

Naturalising
bulbs in a lawn

Q Snowdrops: A perennial

favourite, left, they come in

many varieties and spread 

into vast drifts.

1The bulbs should grow in as

natural a formation as possible, so

start by throwing them on the ground 

and planting them where they fall.

2Using a planting trowel,

remove a plug of earth

three times the depth of

each bulb – you can

measure the depth but a 

rough guess will do.

3Drop a handful of good

compost (or grit on heavy

soils) into the hole and place a

bulb on top of it, right way up.

4Finally, replace the plug of

earth and firm it down

lightly so its top is level with the

surface of the lawn. Water well.

1
2

3 4

Snowdrops will happily

spread over a lawn

QChinodoxa: Also known as

‘Glory of the Snow’, these

sweet, star-shaped flowers

(right) look beautiful under 

deciduous trees.

Fritillary: With their

gracefully drooping

flowers in mottled

shades of mauve, these

are a stunning addition

to any garden, and will 

happily self-seed.

QNarc ssus ‘ ete a ete’:
These dwarf daffs (right) add a

cheerful splash of colour, and

are happy in lawns, pots and 

even rockeries.
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Snake’s head fritillaries

make a gorgeous show
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gardening 

week
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HINK OF summer and what

springs to mind? If you’re

anything like me, you’ll look

forward to spending time out of doors,

swiftly followed by planning balmy

weeks of al fresco eating and drinking!

And what could be a more

quintessentially summery addition to

the menu than sun-warmed, home-

grown strawberries, either fresh in a 

T

Start strawberries
Make sure you don’t miss next year’s strawberry 

crop – get them in the ground now, says Ruth

Different types of strawberry
A STRAWBERRY is a strawberry is a strawberry – right? 

Wrong. There are three distinct types of strawberry 

plants that fruit at different times of the year.

■ Summer-fruiting varieties are large, juicy and the

most popular. They crop in a heavy burst, and varieties 

are early, mid and late-season fruiters. ‘Cambridge 

favourite’ is a popular variety.

■ Perpetual or ‘ever-bearers’ such as ‘Finesse’,

produce small amounts of fruit continuously from early 

summer to early autumn.

■ Alpine strawberries are small and very sweet fruits

cropping July to August. Varieties include ‘Mignonette’.

Strawberries will grow well in
fertile soil in a sunny, sheltered

spot. Avoid planting them in areas
previously used to grow

chrysanthemums, potatoes and
tomatoes, as all these are

prone to the fungal disease
verticillium wilt.

top tip

I can’t wait to taste next

year’s strawberry crop!
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bowl with rivers of cream, decorating

the top of a cushiony Victoria sponge, or 

chopped and floating in a jug of 

chilled Pimms?

However you like yours, late summer or

early autumn is the time to get plants in

the ground for a successful crop. Always 

buy healthy plants from a reputable

supplier, and remember that most plants 

will crop well for up to three years.

Alpine strawberries are 

small and sweet

1Dig over the soil to remove stones and

weeds, and enrich the soil with compost

or well-rotted organic manure, and a slow-

release general fertiliser, such as Growmore.

2Water your plants and place them, still in

their pots, on the soil 12in (30cm) apart.

Keep the different varieties in lines, so you

can pick them methodically as they crop.

3Create shallow planting holes with a

trowel, remove plants from their pots and

place them in the ground. Firm in by hand, 

water well, and label clearly.

If space is

limited, grow

your strawberries

in planters. This

has the added

attraction of

raising them

off the ground

away from

slugs, snails

and other

ground-living 

pests.

Planting strawberries
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Grasses with class

HILE WE spend a lot of time

planning floral displays for

our gardens, we sometimes 

overlook ornamental grasses.

They are an attractive and tranquil

addition to borders and patio containers.

I love their austere beauty, and the

way they make a subtle backdrop to 

flowering plants.

Many are at their best in autumn and

winter, bringing warm, reddish tones and

attractive seedheads to the garden when

other plants have died back.

Many ornamental grasses look their best in autumn 
and winter. Ruth shows how to care for them

Larger varieties, such as pampas grass

(Cordateria selloana), make a statement 

on their own, or as the focal point in 

a border.

Smaller species, including pennesetum

and festuca, structurally enhance floral

beds, and can be used to great effect in 

container arrangements.

Grasses are resilient plants, thriving

in dry, well-drained soil, and on these

pages I look at their maintenance, and

how to control varieties that trend to 

spread over-enthusiastically!
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Check your grasses for pests, as

they are a haven for slugs and snails

When to plant grasses

Q Depending on where they originate,
autumn and spring are the best times 
to get grasses in the ground.

Q Autumn is the ideal time for

Deschampsia, Festuca, Helictotrichon

and Stipa, which grow in cooler

climates. They grow well in winter, and

produce flowers before mid-summer.

Q Grasses from warmer climates, such
as Miscanthus, Panicum, Pennisetum
and Spartina should be planted in
spring. They grow well in late spring,
flower after mid-summer and can be 
cut back in late winter. 

Some specialist
grass nurseries
Q Knoll Gardens, Stapehill Road,

Hampreston, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 

7ND: visit� knollgardens.co.uk;

	 01202 873931; email enquiries@

knollgardens.co.uk

Q Meadowgate Nursery, Street End

Lane, Sidlesham, West Sussex, PO20

7RG:�meadowgatenursery.co.uk;

	 01243 641997 / 07736 523262;

�meadowgatenursery@tiscali.co.uk

Q The gardening Website:
� thegardeningwebsite.co.uk

Q Eversley Nursery, 10 Granville

Avenue, Hesketh Bank, Preston, Lancs

PR4 6AH:� eversleynursery.co.uk;

	 01772 812538 / 07774 959766;

�eversleynursery@gmail.com

Q The Alpine and Grass Nursery UK,

Northgate, West Pinchbeck, Spalding, 

Lincolnshire PE11 3TB:

�alpinesandgrasses.co.uk; 

	 01775 640935.

Knoll Gardens near Wimborne 

in Dorset

Deschampsia can be

planted in autumn

No p an s are comp e e y prob em-

free, but ornamental grasses come

pretty close. Although they prefer

areas of sun, they are tolerant

of most conditions, and are

resistant to many diseases,

although watch out for

nibbling and digging by

rabbits and voles.

top tip
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Planting a Carex ‘Red Rooster’ in a garden border
 

Autumn care of grasses

1Water your grass well before

planting, and dig a hole that is

the same depth as the plant’s

container, and slightly wider.

2Put compost in the hole if the

grass is from cooler climates,

sand if from warmer climates.

Loosen the roots before planting.

3In-fill around your grass,

firming the soil as you go to

support the plant, and get rid 

of air pockets.

4Water well, to get the moisture

right down to the roots, which

will help the grass to establish itself 

more quickly.

Q One of the beauties of ornamental
grasses is that they need very little
maintenance in autumn, when gardeners
are already busy harvesting crops and 
preparing the garden for winter.

Q Many varieties turn attractive shades of

brown and red in autumn, so leave cutting 

them back until spring.

Q Mulch around the base to protect
against winter chill, and remove any dead
fronds, by running a wide-toothed comb 
through the plant.

Q Remember to check for pests – snails

tend to seek shelter amongst the leaves 

and around the base of plants.

Successfully dealing
with invasive grasses

Q Certain grasses, including some
bamboos, weeping sedge (Carex

pendula), gardeners’ garters (Phalaris

arundinacea) and the common reed
(Phragmites australis) are incredibly
invasive and can take over large areas 
of garden.

Q They spread either by rhizomes

(underground stems) or by self-

seeding. The latter can be controlled by

deadheading, but rhizomes can cover

wide distances breaking through weed-

suppressing groundcover and under the

foundations of garden walls and fences. 

They can be treated with a systemic

weedkiller, although more than one 

application may be necessary.

Q To prevent grass and bamboo
invasions, grow plants in containers,
buy non-invasive varieties, or use a
deep physical barrier around the rootball 
when planting in borders.

Q You can use a root barrier fabric or

industrial linoleum, which should be used

to line a trench that is between 2ft and

4ft (0.6-1.2m) deep. The sides of the

fabric needs to overlap by 1ft (30cm) and

stand proud of the ground by 3in (7.5cm).

A trio of grasses for autumn

Q For tricky-to-propagate grasses, collect
well-developed flower heads just before
the seeds are fully ripe, and ripen them in 
brown paper bags indoors.

Plant bamboos

inside a barrier

to prevent them 

spreading

This blue-toned Festuca glauca

is ideal for container arrangements

Deschampsia ‘Golden Dew’ is

stunning when it catches the light

Stipa tenuissima has slim,

elegant blades and

delicate seedheads

Snails like to hide

out around the

base of grasses
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How to plant out a
container-grown tree

1While your

tree is

standing in water

before planting,

dig a hole that’s

the same depth

as the tree’s

container, and

twice as wide.

You can add

some compost

or well-rotted

manure if the

soil is poor.

2Gently

remove the

tree from its

container and

tease out the

roots, otherwise

they may remain

in a pot-shaped

clump and fail to

draw up nutrients

and water. If this

happens the tree 

won’t thrive.

4Support

the tree

by hammering

a strong stake

into the ground

alongside. Attach

it using a tree tie.

Make a ‘figure of

8’ using the tie,

to prevent the

stake rubbing

against the bark

and damaging it.

5Finally,

water the

tree well using

several full

watering cans.

This should

ensure that

moisture gets

right down to

the roots. Also,

add a mulch,

and keep the

area around the 

trunk clear.

3Stand the

tree in the

hole, in-fill

around the root

ball, firming the

soil as you go,

to get rid of air

pockets. Gently

firm the ground

around the tree

using your heel.
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Whatever size your garden, there’s a fruit tree that

will fi t. Ruth puts in a container grown greengage

Planting a fruit tree

O MATTER how big or small

your plot, there should be

nothing to stop you growing

a fruit tree. Dwarf varieties are ideal

for small spaces, and for growing in

patio containers, whereas if you have

a larger garden, a taller standard fruit 

tree makes a nice feature.

In fact, I would much rather have fruit

trees than ornamentals in my garden. 

In spring they give you glorious

flounces of blossom, and in the autumn 

they produce a tasty harvest.

N

Hopefully the tree will

produce lots of lovely

greengages (inset)

in a few years time

They are also easy to source. You

can buy trees online from reputable 

suppliers (usually bare root); or

directly from garden centres and

nurseries; and even supermarkets

(two of our trees were bought on 

spec, while shopping in Lidl!)

Container-grown trees can be

planted at any time of year, except

when soil is frozen or waterlogged.

However autumn is a good time, as

the soil is warm from the summer,

and damp from seasonal showers.
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OW’S THE season

been?” A friend

asked recently. “A bit

like a curates’ egg,” I replied, 

“good in parts.”

The interesting thing is

how different everyone’s

experiences have been this

year. I’ve had a great year 

with my sweet

peas, while other

people have had

their worst yet.

My dahlias have 

been slightly

disappointing, but

I’ve seen fantastic

displays elsewhere.

My tomatoes are 

terrific though.

Wendy, one of our

floor managers at

QVC, tells me that

in her first ever year of

growing them, her plants

have done so well that

they’ve virtually taken over 

the greenhouse.

However, my mate Don

thinks he’ll have his worst 

tomato crop for many

seasons. I suspect that the

cold(ish) weather in May has

something to do with it all. It

certainly slowed the growth 

of some plants and even

now, in my area, the runner 

Richard ac son
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Your
gardening 

week

What’s On?
IF YOU are at a loose end over

the next week or so, why not

visit one of these gardening

events taking place around 

the country?

Q Until 27 September: Festival of

Flowers; Leeds Castle, Maidstone,
Kent ME17 1PL 	 01622 765400; 
� leeds-castle.com/events

Q 17 September: Totally Thames

Festival – A River And A Garden;

Chelsea Physic Garden, 66 Royal
Hospital Road, London SW3 4HS
	 020 7352 5646;
� chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk

Q 19-20 September: The Artists’

Garden Art Exhibition; RHS
Garden Rosemoor, Torrington,
Devon EX38 8PH 	 01805 626800;
� rhs.org.uk/gardens/rosemoor

Q 19-20 September: Essex Plant

Heritage Autumn Fair; RHS
Garden Hyde Hall, Creephedge
Lane, Rettendon Common,
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 8ET;
	 0845 2658071;
� rhs.org.uk/gardens/hyde-hall

Q 19-20 September: The Royal

County of Berkshire Show;

Newbury Showground, Priors
Court, Hermitage, Thatcham,
Berks, RG18 9QZ 	 01635 247111; 
� berkshireshow.co.uk 

Q 26 September: Apple Day;

Kingston Maurward Agricultural
College, Dorchester, Dorset DT2
8PY 	 01305 215003;� kmc.co.uk

Q 26-27 September: Malvern

Autumn Show; Three Counties
Showground, Malvern, Worcs
WR13 6NW 	 01684 584900; 
� threecounties.co.uk

Q 25-27 September: Real Ale and

Cider Weekend; RHS Garden
Rosemoor, Torrington, Devon EX38
8PH 	 01805 626800
� rhs.org.uk/gardens/rosemoor

Q 26-27 September: Chilli Pepper

Weekend; RHS Garden Hyde Hall,
Creephedge Lane, Rettendon
Common, Chelmsford, Essex CM3
8ET; 	 0845 2658071;
� rhs.org.uk/gardens/hyde-hall
Q Entrance fees and opening times vary. Please
check that the event is still going ahead before
leaving home. If you have an event that you would
like us to consider for the column, please email
details to: amateurgardening@timeinc.com.

26 Sept: Apple Day

at Kingston Maurward
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It’s been an interesting year!

H

It has been a hit-and-miss year for dahlias

beans are struggling to

catch up.

Plants protected in the

greenhouse didn’t suffer so

badly from the growth check

and, partly thanks to that,

my grafted peppers have 

cropped very well.

‘Flower Power’ plant food

deserves some 

credit too!

I’ve also been

carrying out a

variety of trials.

One of the most

interesting has 

been using

pheromone

traps in horse

chestnut trees

to control leaf-

miner moth.

It has helped

slightly, but I’m told that for

best results, I need to gather

up and burn or dispose of

affected leaves in autumn,

and then use further traps

for the next two years. So it’s 

not a quick solution!

It may have been a

challenging year for me, but

it’s been a cracker at QVC.

Highlights included the

worldwide launch of Carolyn 

Whetman’s scented

‘Cocktail’ pinks, and some 

Richard Jackson’s

Garden will be on

QVC on Saturday 19

August from 9-11am,

and Sunday 20

August from 9-10am.

Richard Jackson’s Christmas

is on Thursday 24 September

from 11am-noon, and the QVC

Garden featuring Richard

Jackson is on Saturday 26

September from 9am to

10am. QVC is one of the

world’s leading TV and online

retailers. You can find it on

Freeview channel 16, Sky

channel 650, Virgin TV

channel 740, Freesat 800 

or visit� qvcuk.com. 

stunning new hydrangeas by

a new supplier, Ken Evans 

from Plants2Gardens.

I’ve been lucky enough to

film some stunning gardens,

including one of my all time 

favourites: West Dean

Gardens, near Chichester.

We’ve also started to plan

for next year on QVC. All our 

top names are returning,

joined by multiple Chelsea

gold medal-winning Hardy’s 

Garden Plants and

Thompson & Morgan, who

promise some very exciting 

and exclusive plants.

That’s why I’m looking

forward to next year already!
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QVC horticultural expert Richard Jackson looks back at a
year that has given mixed results right across the board

QVC’s Wendy and her 

huge tomato crop
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Adding texture, movement and shimmering hues, grasses are 
a great addition to the border. Hazel Sillver looks at easy, 
effective ways to incorporate them into your garden 
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G
RASSES MAY  not 
be everyone’s cup of 
tea, but they’re 
worth growing for 

their wonderful autumn 
displays and the sense of drama 
they bring to the garden at the 
end of the season.

Spectacular species like 
Deschampsia and Panicum are 
the perfect complement to 
autumn’s flowers and berries, 
their graceful fountains of 
foliage adding texture and 
movement. And when the low 
light of early autumn causes the 

shivering plumes of Stipa 
gigantea to glow gold and the 
feathery tips of Miscanthus 
sinensis ‘Ferner Osten’ to 
shimmer silver, you will be glad 
you decided to plant some 
grasses in the garden! 

“Grasses are such an 
adaptable group of plants that 
you can find some for almost 
every situation,” enthuses Neil 
Lucas, owner of Knoll Gardens 
nursery, which specialises in 

grasses. “If you choose the right 
grass for the right place then a 
huge number of them are easy 
to grow. For example if you have 
dry shade you might like to use 
the beautiful and tough Carex 
‘Ice Dance’; if you have dry soil 
in full sun, you can grow Festuca 
glauca ‘Intense Blue’. These 
foliage plants have a very long 
season of interest yet require 
almost no work.” 

Assuming you’ve chosen the 
right spot for your grass, it will 
not demand much of your time. 
The deciduous forms require 
cutting back each spring, but 
that’s about it! Grasses do not 
like over-crowding, so you must 
make sure other plants are not 
impinging. They don’t need 
much feeding and shouldn’t 
require much watering if you’ve 
chosen the correct situation. 

“The key to success with 
grasses is choosing the forms 
that best suit your garden 
conditions,” advises Neil. “For 
instance, grasses that will cope 
with dry shade under trees are 
very different from those that 
provide the feathery flowers in a 
sunny prairie-style border.” 

Select the right plant for right 
spot and your gleaming grasses 
will reward you by shimmering 
in that gorgeous butterscotch 
autumn light.  Q

“They require 
almost no 

maintenance”

Gardening
with

EXPERT 
ADVICE

■ GRASS GURU Neil Lucas, 

owner of Knoll Gardens in 

Dorset, has some 

suggestions on using grasses 

in a garden design. 

“Be bold and use a few tall grasses - 
many (such as Molinia or Stipa) have 
a see-through quality that makes 
them effective, even in small spaces. 
Grasses should complement rather 
than replace shrubs in a garden: 
taller grasses need to be cut down in 
the spring whereas shrubs retain 
their structure (and often evergreen 
leaves) year round; shrubs can be 
stiff and solid whilst grasses provide 
lightness and movement, making 
them perfect partners.”

The majestic oat-like flowerheads

of Stipa gigantea glow gold in 

the autumn sunlight 

grasses
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Echinacea purpurea ‘Magnus’: deep-pink

coneflower that attracts butterflies and blooms

from late summer, in full sun. H 3ft (1m).

Verbena bonariensis: see-through stems that

support a cloud of soft purple flowers loved by

butterflies; grow in full sun. H4½ft (1.5m).

Sanguisorba officinalis ‘Red Thunder’: red thumb-

sized flowers seem to float atop slender stems;

grow in sun or semi-shade. H 3ft (1m).

Helenium ‘Waltraut’: striking red-orange and

yellow flowers that are produced during August

and September, in full sun. H 3ft (1m).

Veronicastrum virginicum f. roseum ‘Pink Glow’:

Spires of pale pink-white from July to September

in full sun or semi-shade. H 4½ft (1.5m).

The perfect match

For an eye-catching display, grow several

Deschampsia ‘Gold Tau’ grasses, and mingle

with helenium, achillea and echinacea

With its cream and green striped leaves, Miscanthus

‘Cosmopolitan’ looks good in a tropical-style border 

Make a statement! 
Tall grasses that have the wow factor
With striking tall grasses that form biggish clumps like Stipa gigantea 

(pictured) and Panicum virgatum ‘Dallas Blues’, you often only need 

one or two plants, underplanted with perennials, to make an impact.

Panicum virgatum ‘Squaw’ (on the left) turns

a fantastic wine-red colour in the autumn

Miscanthus ‘Ferner Osten’ have been used to great

effect here to mark the entrance to a pathway

Perennials to grow with 
statement grasses:

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Kleine Fontäne’

� Calamagrostis x acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’

� Miscanthus ‘Ferner Osten’

� Panicum virgatum ‘Squaw’

� Miscanthus ‘Cosmopolitan’ 

Statement
 grasses 5

Planting ideas
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The creamy white plumes of Peruvian

feather grass (Stipa ichu) stand out 

alongside Sedum ‘Matrona’

Festuca glauca is a tactile evergreen grass

that will carry on looking good into winter,

especially with a light dusting of frost 

Front of the class!
Low-growers for path edges and

the front of the border
Small grasses are invaluable at the front of the border, where

they effortlessly mingle with perennials, annuals and roses.

Annual grasses are particularly good at border edges, for

instance, Briza media with Ladybird poppies or Hordeum 

jubatum amongst Salvia nemorosa ‘Caradonna’. 

� Briza media ‘Golden Bee’

� Festuca glauca ‘Elijah Blue’

� Carex comans ‘Frosted Curls’

� Imperata cylindrica ‘Rubra’

� Nassella (syn. Stipa) tenuissimaRosa ‘Burgundy Ice’: floribunda rose with

lightly scented plum-purple blooms. 

Repeat flowers. H 3-4ft (1m).

Sedum ‘Matrona’: a gorgeous ice plant

with purple foliage and pink flowers that 

attract honeybees. H 29in (75cm).

Achillea ‘Walther Funcke’: a burnt copper

achillea that has an upright habit and a

long flowering period. H23in (60cm).

Erigeron karvinskianus: pink and white

daisy flowers for months, and self-seeds 

around the garden. H 11in (30cm).

Salvia nemorosa ‘Caradonna’: deep

purple taper flowers that bloom in full

sun from summer into early autumn. 

H19in (50cm).

Coreopsis verticillata ‘Moonbeam’: very

pretty primrose-yellow tickseed that

blooms non-stop into early autumn.

deadhead regularly. H23in (60cm). 

Front-of-
order grasses 

The perfect match

Coreopsis ‘Moonbeam’ is perfect for

borders edges, with grasses behind
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Update your rosebed: grow Rosa

‘Burgundy Ice’ with Mexican feather

grass (Nassella tenuissima)

Perennials to grow with low-growing grasses:

GRASS SUPPLIERS

KNOLL GARDENS

	 01202 873931,� knollgardens.co.uk

THE ALPINE & GRASS NURSERY

	 01775 640935,

� alpinesandgrasses.co.uk
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AG loves...
Hakonechloa

Plumes in pots
How to grow grasses in containers
“Most grasses grow well in containers,” says Neil Lucas at Knoll

Gardens. “The larger the container, the bigger and happier the

plant will be. Use a balanced free-draining compost and either 

mix in a slow-release fertiliser or feed regularly.” 

“Hakonechloa macra is a

wonderful Japanese grass

with long, narrow, elegant

foliage,” says grass expert 

Neil Lucas at Knoll

Gardens. “It’s fabulous

in containers or as

groundcover in dry, shady

places. It can be slow to

establish, but lasts for 

many years.”

Pennisetum ‘Hameln’ with

Heuchera ‘Fire Chief’ and

Astelia nervosa ‘Westland’

Grass gardens
to visit NOW

A , Dorset,

	 01202 873931

� knollgardens.co.uk

Lose yourself in Neil Lucas’s

grassy wonderland, and if you

bump into the man himself,

have a notebook handy, as

this man is a font of knowledge 

when it comes to grasses.

PENSTHORPE, Norfolk, 

	 01328 851465

� pensthorpe.com

The Millennium Garden,

designed by Piet Oudolf,

provides a rich spectacle of

plants well into the autumn. 

LADY FARM, Somerset

	 01761 490770

� ladyfarm.com

The colourful ‘prairie’ is a

popular feature all year round,  

evolving throughout the

seasons. Open Days or by

private appointment only.
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Container 
grasses

� Carex ‘Ice Dance’: emerald
evergreen leaves that are edged with 
cream; grows in a nice mound. 
H 11in (30cm).

� Imperata cylindrica ‘Rubra’:
the Japanese blood grass attains its
striking scarlet colour as the season 
progresses, if planted in sun. 
H 15in (40cm).

� Eragrostis curvula ‘Totnes
Burgundy’: the arching leaves of this
beautiful plant are tipped maroon
red and look fabulous in tall pots. 
H 31in (80cm).

3

Planting ideas



Fruit & vegetables masterclass with

An unusual cane fruit with a great flavour
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Sue Stickland
is a trained

horticulturist,
author and
journalistSue SticklandSue Stickland

Loganberries

1Put up a strong support: wires

12in (30cm) apart on a 6ft (1.8m) 

high wall/fence or between posts 

2Prepare planting areas 8ft

(2.4m) apart, adding lots of 

compost or well-rotted manure 

3Set plants in soil on frost-free

days. Water well. Cut stems to 

about 10in (25cm) after planting

4Net established plants to keep

birds off, and harvest the fruit 

when purple-red and really ripe

HOW TO GROW LOGANBERRIES

I
PICKED this year’s first 

loganberries from our 

garden in mid July and 

the last only a couple of 

weeks ago. You rarely find 

this fruit in the shops, but 

they are well worth growing 

for their long and plentiful 

harvest of rich-flavoured

berries. We’ve been enjoying

them in pies and crumbles,

and I’ve made delicious jam,

but now I’m pruning and

training their rambling stems

ready for next year’s crop.

The loganberry is a cross

between a blackberry and

raspberry: the berries look

like long purple-red

raspberries (but have a

sharper taste), and the plants

have long, arching stems like

blackberries. They are

usually trained along wires

attached to a fence or

stretched between posts,

but my two plants are more

informal – clothing an

otherwise ugly stretch of

wire netting.

Loganberries are robust

and disease resistant, and

not fussy about soil

conditions. Prepare a 

planting area at least 18in 

(45cm) square for each one 

by forking in well-rotted 

manure or compost. Often 

one plant is plenty, but 

otherwise space plants 8ft 

(2.4m) apart. Put in bare-

rooted plants from

November to March; potted

plants at any time that soil

conditions are suitable.

Pruning and training is

simple. Fresh new stems

grow each summer to

produce fruit the following

year. In early autumn, cut out

at the base any stems that

have already fruited, and tie

in the new, unfruited ones to

form a rough fan. The

following summer, more new

stems will come from the 

base of the plant, and will 

need tucking in loosely, out 

of harm’s way, until they can 

be fan-trained in autumn. 

The traditional way of 

training blackberries is to set 

the plant in the middle of a 

wide support frame, then 

train all unfruited canes to 

one side, evenly spaced out. 

The following year these will 

fruit and once finished can 

be cut down, while fresh new 

canes that spring up that 

year are trained to the other 
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“Fresh 
new stems 
grow each 
summer”

JULY-AUG

I’m tying new canes that have grown this year to a 

strong support – they’ll carry fruit (inset) next summer

SEPT-FEB NOV-MARSEPT-FEB



5Cut out stems that fruited 

and tie in new ones, evenly 

spaced to let in light and air 
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Varieties to try
Two varieties of loganberry are

available, with the catchy names

LY654 and LY59. Usually LY654

(pictured) is supplied, as it has

thornless stems and is not so vigorous

Other hybrid berries such as tayberries

and boysenberries grow in a similar wa

side for fruiting the following

year. This system works for

loganberries, but won’t cover

my wire netting properly!.

To give their best flavour,

loganberries shouldn’t be

picked until they turn from

raspberry red to a much

deeper, dusky colour. The

birds aren’t so fussy,

however, so net the plants

early if you want to enjoy the

fruit. Eat really ripe fruits

fresh or cook them – and

when they still carry on

coming, freeze the rest. Q

with chef Anna PettigrewIn the kitchen Each week, Anna cooks up a delicious dis
using the produce Sue Stickland is growi

Mixed Berry Pavlova with Loganberry Coulis 
Push the boat out for your next celebration and indulge in this impressive yet simple dessert. 

A magical fl avour mix of fruit,

chocolate and sweet meringue

AUG-SEPT

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 
150°C/Fan 140°C/gas 2. 

2 Separate egg yolks from 
whites,  place whites in a 
large clean bowl. Whisk 
at high speed until they 
start to form fi rm peaks. 
With mixer still running, 
add the sugar, a little at a 
time. Keep whisking for 
5-7 minutes until the mix is 
glossy and smooth.  

3 Line two baking trays 
with baking paper. 
Divide the meringue mix 
between them. Shape 

each dollop roughly in an 
8in (20cm) circle.  

4 Put both trays in the 
oven, bake for 1 hour 
and 15 mins til meringue 
edges are slightly cracked. 
Turn the oven off, leave 
the meringues to cool 
completely in the oven.

5 Meanwhile make 
the coulis. Place the 
coulis loganberries
and raspberries into a
saucepan with sugar over
a medium heat, mash with
a spoon until the sugar
has dissolved. Heat for

5 minutes, then strain 
through a sieve, discarding 
the seeds. Refrigerate.

6 Once the meringue has 
cooled, place one disc on 
a cake stand and put a big 
spoonful of the whipped 
cream on top, spreading it 
out to the edges. Scatter 
some berries over the 
cream, then place the 
second meringue disc
on top. Top it with more
cream, decorate with
more berries and chopped
chocolate. Drizzle over the
coulis and serve.

Prep time: 25 minutes Cooking time: 1 hour and 15 minutes

Serves: 10-12

Ingredients
Q�6 organic eggs, separated 

Q�300g/7oz caster sugar 

Q��400ml double cream, whipped 

Q�100g/3.5oz loganberries 

Q��300g/7oz mixed berries (we used 

cherry, cranberries & blackberries)

Q��50g/2oz dark chocolate, chopped

For the coulis:  
Q�200g/7oz loganberries 

Q�100g/3.5oz raspberries 

Q��100g/3.5oz golden caster sugar 

Cut price seeds FREE P&P

Buy our collection to grow alongside Sue Stickland’s advice each week

Q Buy 5 packets- 1 of each variety for just £9.99

Q Or buy 10 packets (2 of each variety)
for just £11.99 - SAVE £8!

Telephone Order Line 0844 573 2021, please quote AG712

Subscribers quote AG713 and your subscriber number to claim your 10% discount

Order online at www.thompson-morgan.com/ag712

Subscribers should visit www.thompson-morgan.com/ag713 to claim your 10% discount

Collection includes Swiss Chard ‘Bright Lights’,
Salad ‘Niche Oriental Mixed’, Oriental Mustards,
Celeriac ‘Monarch’ & Kale ‘Scarlet’

HOW TO ORDER Order lines are open seven days a week, 9am to 6pm (voicemail at other times). Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. All orders will be acknowledged by 
letter or email, advising you of the expected despatch date. This offer is subject to availability. Offer enquiry line 0844 573 2021 (9am-6pm, seven days a week). Please note your contract for 
supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU. (Terms & conditions on request). Closing date: 31 October 2015. Seeds despatched within 7 days. 
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and remove old and tatty

leaves: for example the

ajuga immediately after

flowering and the acorus in

March/April. I have seen one

of the dark-leaved ajugas

used effectively on a grave,

where a central dot planting

of Dianthus ‘Rebekah’ gave 

contrasting silver grey

foliage the year round.

Two visits a year was all it

took to feed in spring and

give a good soaking in high

summer. Even where a long

dry spell rendered the ajuga

very tired looking a shear

back, water and feed in

late summer brought fresh

young growth ready for

autumn, winter and more 

new growth in spring.

The black-leaved

ophiopogon is even

more low maintenance,

withstanding drought,

shade and neglect once

well established. It will cost

more at the outset, although

if a largish plant is bought, 

split and the divisions

potted up for a couple of

years, enough for a ground

covering mat can be grown 

fairly quickly.

Colour up this weed

suppressor by under-

planting with nerine and

colchicum bulbs to get a

long term perennial planting

scheme. Both flower in the

autumn and their leaves

follow in spring, the pink

blooms contrasting with 

F
OLIAGE ON some

ornamental plants

is now so colourful

it can be used to

replace traditional, seasonal

bedding flowers. This was

clearly demonstrated at

the Thompson & Morgan

trials, staged this summer at

Jimmy’s Farm near Ipswich,

where contrasting foliage on

four different heucheras was

used to eyecatching effect.

Choose perennials like

this and planting becomes 

at least biennial rather

than twice yearly. Possible

partners include acorus,

Brunnera macrophylla

‘Jack Frost’, Ajuga reptans

‘Multicolour’ and Ophiopogon

planiscapus ‘Nigrescens’ to 

mention a few.

The key to making this

work is clean, well cultivated

and fertile soil at the outset.

Plants need to grow quickly

to smother out any seedling 

weeds, and be vigorous

to keep producing lush, 

attractive foliage.

It will be necessary on

occasions to shear back 
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See Peter
in The

Sun every
Saturday

AG’s classic gardener

Leaf it out… fancy foliage can make
great perennial bedding, says Peter

Some of the colourful heuchera

foliage bedding in the Thompson

& Morgan trials at Jimmy’s Farm

Peter SeabrookPeter Seabrook

A good green, double curled

parsley can make excellent 

border edging too

PETER SEABROOK is a
gardening expert and former
presenter of Gardeners’ World

the black leaves beneath

and the ophiopogon foliage

helps to support the weak-

stemmed colchicum flowers.

The big green deciduous

leaves on colchicum grow up

through and well above the

black ground cover, which

can withstand the shade and

competition for moisture.

Extra spring colour can be

added with a dwarf narcissus

or larger-flowered crocus.

Heuchera will need more

regular lifting, division and 

replanting because mature

plants tend to grow up out

of the soil. Fortunately they

respond very well and quickly

to this treatment, pretty well

through the growing season. 

I have split and re-potted

splits in high summer and

they have soon made enough

root to be planted back into 

beds and borders. Q

PETER’S FOLIAGE TIPS
Vine weevil lava can attack heuchera. If a plantsuddenly collapses check for white grubs eating theroots. Treat with vine weevil control after flowering

1

Nerines prefer full sun and a free draining soil forthe best flowers
2

Dianthus cuttings will root easily. Simply snap outnew growth, insert into pots of moist rooting
compost and place in a white polythene bag on a warm, sunny windowsill

3

“The key is
clean, well

cultivated and 
fertile soil”

Acorus, Brunnera ‘Jack Frost’ 

and ophiopogon provide 

contrasting foliage



Keep your seeds safe and dry

ver winter. Sow from February to

une in pots or trays filled with a 

good quality, seed compost.

Q Sow the seeds thinly across the 

surface, and cover with a fine

sprinkling of compost or

vermiculite. Water in gently.

Q Place in a propagator, or seal the

container inside a clear polythene

bag. A temperature of 15-20°C

(59-68°F) is required. Germination

should take 10-21 days. 

Sowing your FREE Echinacea seeds
Q After germination, move the

seedlings to a place with a cooler

temperature – 13-18°C (55-60°F).

QWhen they are large enough to

handle, transplant the seedlings

into trays or individually into 3in 

(7.5cm) pots.

Q Prior to planting them out next

spring, after the frosts have

finished, allow them to slowly

acclimatise to outdoor

conditions. Set them about 18in 

(45cm) apart.

FACTFILE
Echinacea ‘Brilliant Star’
SOW: Feb-Jun

HEIGHT: 48in (1.2m)

FLOWERS: July-Sept

BEST FOR: Beds and borders

Next week’s
free seeds:

O
F ALL the daisy

flowers to appear

in late summer, the 

coneflower or

Echinacea purpurea is among 

the best. It is called

‘coneflower’ because of the

distinctive domed, cone-

entres to the

rs. But these plants

grown just as much 

r their colourful

ack-swept petals.

This week’s give-

away seeds are of

he variety ‘Brilliant

Star’ – deep pink

aisy blooms with

ntrasting orange-

wn cones. These

are nice and bushy,

rflies and bees seem

to love the flowers.

Echinacea is a North

American prairie plant that

will cope well in times of

drought. Give it a position in 

full sun (although it will

tolerate some shade), but it

must have a deep, poor-to-

average soil with good

drainage. It will also grow in

a large container.

If your garden is windy,

echinacea is a good choice as 

it is so robust. Other

perennials require judicious 

staking in summer and

autumn, but the tall, stiff

flower stems of echinacea

seem to shrug off even the

heaviest summer showers.

There are several other

excellent forms worth trying,

too. One of the most stunning

is ‘White Swan’ (from Chilterns

Seeds	 01491 824675) with 

pure white petals and a

yellow-green central cone. 

‘Art’s Pride’ is one for

the hot border with sunset-

orange petals surrounding a

dark centre (from: JParkers

	 0161 848 1100). 

WORTH

£1.99

We’re giving away seeds

of Phlox ‘Tall Mixed’

Worth £1.99
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How to grow your

free seeds
Graham Clarke looks at growing

Echinacea

Refrain from cutting down the
flowered stems until mid-

winter, to allow birds to feed
on the seeds when they are at
their hungriest. Divide mature

plants in September or
October, or take cuttings

from young shoots 
in spring.
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*Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline, call costs from other networks may be higher

Maggie Pugh from Chatham

was concerned that her

Pyracantha ‘Orange Glow’,

which she planted out from a

container, hasn’t produced

any berries this year. We

think it is settling in to its

new position and should

flower and fruit next year,

especially if Maggie

feeds it with sulphate

of potash monthly,

between April

and August.

LET US
HELP
YOU!

EMAIL US:
amateurgardening@timeinc.com

EXPERTS HELPLINE: 
	�0843 168 0200 (12 to 1pm weekdays)
Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline, call costs from other networks may be higher.

WRITE TO US:

AG Helpline
Westover House, 
West Quay Road, 
Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG

can solve your 

problems!

Q What should I do with my 

ornamental grasses once they have 

flowered? Should I leave them or cut 

them back now? 

Sheila Blackmore (via email)

Leave fl owered grasses 

to decorate your garden 

this winter

Ques tions answered!

Ask the
 experts

Ask the
 experts

ANNA TOEMAN

has 20 years’ 

experience working

in historic gardens

JOHN NEGUS

trained at the RHS 

and is a specialist 

garden writer

DR JANE BINGHAM

has a plant science 

PhD and a MSc in 

plant ecology

A
Rather than cut back dying foliage 

now, leave it to develop a 

reflective light brown hue and it will 

help colour your border this winter.  

Then, in early spring when leaves 

loosen and blow about the garden, cut 

them back to 4in (10cm) from the base.

In April, when the soil is warming up, 

feed your grasses with fish, blood and 

bone meal, or some other granular or 

powdery organic fertiliser. Continue 

feeding monthly until September. 

JOHN NEGUS

QWhat are these plants growing in our front garden?

We bought two a few years ago and they have spread

– and people say how pretty they are.

James Thornton (via email)
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The plant you have 

asked us to identify is 

called Liatris spicata, and 

the common name is 

Blazing Star or Gayfeather.

Liatris is a tuberous 

perennial and, as you 

already know, it dies down 

completely during the 

winter months. 

The spikes of flowers are 

produced in late summer.  

Unfortunately they only 

flower once, but it is a good 

idea to remove the flower 

spikes as they start to fade 

to discourage the plant’s 

energy-sapping task of 

producing seed. 

Taking the flower heads off 

will encourage the plant to 

put all its energies into 

producing the leaves and 

roots needed for strong 

growth the following year. 

Allow the foliage to die 

down naturally into winter. 

ANNA TOEMAN
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Liatris, or gayfeather, are an absolute delight



AG on Go to � facebook.com, create a 

free account if needs be, search 

for Amateur Gardening and 

you’re ready to join in the chat!

Eileen Hunt Please could you tell me what is wrong with my 

plum tree. It is on dwarf stock and during May it dropped all its 

fruit, and some of the leaves are quite yellow. Do you think it is in 

need of some feed?

Dr Jane Bingham Dry soil is the main cause of fruit drop. 

Leave the hose running on it, to make sure that the soil is watered 

deeply to where the roots are. You can also water in some Miracle 

Gro to help green up the leaves.

A
Sow the seeds now, 

while they are fresh, into 

seed and cutting compost 

mixed with some sand.

Dierama seeds need light to

germinate, so cover them

with a very thin layer of

sieved compost or some

fine vermiculite.

Place them outdoors in a

cold frame or in a sheltered

spot. Pot the seedlings up

individually and grow them

on in a well-lit, frost-free

place. Young plants can be

slow to establish, and usually

take 2-3 years to become

flowering size.

DR JANE BINGHAM

A
Organic gardening is an excellent way of growing quality, 

fruit and vegetables, and also controlling pests.

Initially, enrich your soil with old manure, well-rotted garden 

compost or a proprietary soil conditioner. Feed plants with 

organic fertilisers, such as Vitax Supagro, fish, blood and bone 

mix, hoof and horn, dried blood or bone meal. 

It is also important to protect crops from aphids and other 

flying pests by covering plants with a fine mesh.

Control slugs and snails organically by baiting them with 

beer traps or halves of orange peel. Alternatively, put in a 

pond to encourage frogs and toads, or construct a hedgehog 

shelter – all these animals happily feast on slugs and snails.

JOHN NEGUS

Q I want to start gardening organically – so what is the 

best way to go about it, and also keep pests at bay?

Stuart Bowen, Hastings

QMy beautiful Dierama 

flowered for the first 

time this year, and I have 

saved an abundance of 

seeds. Would you please 

tell me when I should sow 

them, in what sort of 

compost, and whether they 

will need covering?

Pam Hiller (via email)

A
It’s been a good year for

squash, pumpkins and

gourds, and I also have

plenty that will need to be

stored. Leave the fruit on the

plant to mature. At the end

of the summer cut away the

foliage shading the fruit.

Harvest when the stems 

and skins harden. Cut them 

before the frosts, leaving a

long stem if possible. Store in

a well-ventilated place where

you can maintain a

temperature of between

45-50° F (7.5-10°C).

Fruits harvested after a

slight frost are fine to eat but 

they will not store, so use 

them up quickly. 

   
The Frostline boots are perfect for keeping your feet warm and dry in the
garden. With excellent grip and superior comfort, they are also extremely 
practical with their insulating and waterproof properties. Available in 
Mossy Green, Black, Fuchsia, Violet and Camoufl age. Sizes 4-13.  

For more information contact Grub’s on 01279 418052 or visit www.work-lite.com. 
Like GRUBS on Facebook – www.facebook.com/grubsboots

£70
RRP

Sponsored by

Christine Walkden’s
Problem solver
Voted AG’s celebrity gardener of the year 2014

Squashes are ready to harvest

when the skin and stem hardens

QMy squash plants have been incredibly productive this

year. How should I store all the pumpkins and gourds so

that they don’t rot and go to waste?

Gail Lloyd, Whitehaven, Cumbria

Early autumn is a good 

time to sow dierama

Hedgehogs and orange skins (inset) will 

help rid your garden of slugs and snails
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This week, lilies blooming 

late in the old rose bed lured 

me there, where the hedge 

needed cutting and there 

were gaps to be filled.

Now too shady for roses, 

this bed will suit nearby 

epimediums ripe for lifting, 

dividing and replanting. Here, 

they’ll have more space to 

show off their shapely 

‘Bishops mitre’ flowers. 

Thanks so much to reader 

Isabel Hastings, who wrote 

last May after seeing pictures 

of our ginger cat almost next 

to me while I was planting the 

lilies out from pots into the 

front garden. Isabel pointed 

out that lilies are poisonous 

to cats and dogs and I 

thought long and hard about 

whether I should pull them 

up, as she has done with hers.

Puschkin used to belong to 

a neighbour but jumped ship

and more or less forced us to

adopt him, so he has been

visiting our garden for 11 years

now. Because the plot is large

and he is rarely seen near the

lilies, I decided the likelihood

of pollen dropping on his coat

was a small one and left them

in, though I did worry.

In a tighter area where cats

are more likely to brush

against plants, you could opt

for pollen-free varieties or

tweezer the anthers away.

PLANTAHOLICS

John and I love shopping for

plants and will trawl garden

centre aisles systematically to

see what they have.

Attention is drawn to

anything interesting, and

recently we came away with

a Rhododendron luteum, 

whose fragrant yellow May 

flowers will remind us of the 

old driveway to RHS Wisley, 

where we lived while I 

worked there in the 1980s.

The alpine sections are 

always worth perusing for 

cheap, interesting plants 

like the helianthemums (sun 

roses) that carpet a narrow, 

sunny border in Dad’s front 

garden. This time I found 

two toadflaxes, as I love 

‘scrophs’ (plants in the 

Scrophulariaceae family). 

Back home, I decided to go

large with a flower 

arrangement for the hallway 

and felt so happy that the 

garden is well-stocked 

enough to yield stems of 

gladioli and agapanthus, as 

well as sorbus, cornus, azara,

cotinus and sunflower buds. Q
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Anne tailors her gardening jobs so 
she’s always in the best place to work

A
LONG time ago, I 

decided to be 

selfish about 

choosing where to 

work. If the weather is 

steaming hot I’ll find 

somewhere shady, and if 

chilly I’ll move into the sun. 

Wherever a group of plants 

are putting on a fine display 

of bloom or berry, you’ll find 

me beavering away nearby, 

the better to enjoy them.

“I decided 
to go large 

with a f lower 
arrangement”

 
Planting 
Rhododendron 
luteum

1 Remove 

the plant 

from its pot 

and tease out 

a few roots 

carefully 

without 

causing too 

much 

damage

Anne
Swithinbank

AG’s Family Gardener Listen to our 
Anne on Radio 
4's Gardeners' 
Question Time
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Having bulked up our Agapanthus Silver

Mist’, I can now cut stems for a vase. I 

think I prefer the white berries of azara 

to the yellow flowers

Working near these lilies allows me to 

marvel at their flower power and scent. 

I’ve lifted epimediums and split them 

into small sections to plant here. 

Epimediums are shade tolerant 

perennials whose shapely flowers 

appear in spring

Linaria ‘Neon Lights’ were bought in small

pots from the alpine plant section and will 

put on a good display in a glazed pot

Pale-coloured lilies

show up well in the 

evening, but you might 

want to think twice

about adding them 

to gardens frequented 

by cats and dogs

2 Dig a hole in 

good, well 

draining acidic soil. 

Ensure the top of the 

old rootball is level 

with the soil surface

3 Fill in around the roots, 

firming as you go. 

Rhododendrons dislike 

being planted deeper than 

they were before



N
OW THE season

is drawing to a

close, I have

admired the

massive quantity of growth

made by the oca and yacon,

two underground crops that 

are new to me.

Oca is from th

oxalis tribe and

the plants have

flopped and

mounded,

creating a sea

of shamrock-

like foliage.

By contrast

the yacon, from

the daisy family

an upright plan

producing pairs of large,

vaguely triangular, hairy

leaves. I’m not tempted to dig

or poke into the soil because

I’ve read that these plants 

behave like dahlias and make

a lot of tuber growth late in

the season up to the point

where frost will melt the

leaves. I might have to 

insulate the tubers but

won’t be lifting them until 

about November.

Most of the work now lies in

clearing, weeding, re-marking 

and squaring up the beds.

This is make or break time,

if I don’t

and top

ess the soil

ow, it will

soon become

too wet and I

might not be

able to start

again until

he spring

en I ought to

owing and 

g.

This was never a problem 

in our previous garden

because the sandy, well-

drained soil meant it could be

worked year-round without 

causing compaction.

The downside was that

organic matter, nutrients and 

water used to disappear

through it like sand grains

through your fingers and we 

were always adding.

REAP THE BOUNTY

Harvesting is time consuming 

but pleasant, and while

gathering various leafy

greens I smile at the thought 

of how a supermarket

greengrocer might react to 

the slightly holey, slug-

damaged leaves and

occasional eruptions of white

fly. These don’t worry me at all.

The white fly soak off in a bowl

of water and I always wear my

specs when cleaning cabbage,

lettuce and chard.

Summer cabbage re-sprouts

well for me here, so I rarely

pull them up after harvesting

the main heart. Instead, the

stump remains covered by

mesh as protection from

caterpillars and each will 

produce several rosettes of 

very welcome greens.

Mooli radish is another

stranger to us and although I

know the long roots of this

oriental radish can grow even

larger, I was eager to sample

the white roots and keen that

they should not turn woody.

So far all I’ve done is eat the

sliced root raw, but they can 

be used in stir fries and

curries. It was hotter than I 

was expecting! Q

I’m admiring the foliage on

our oca and yacon but will not

be lifting them until after

the fi rst frosts of autumn

Harvesting means go for greens in
Anne’s late summer vegetable patch
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This is the

first time

we’ve grown

the long white

mooli radish

“Harvesting 
is time

consuming
but pleasant”

This black Tuscan kale plant has

remained productive all summer 

from a January sowing

Swiss chard is always a good

doer. Sown in the spring, only a 

few of these went to seed

Summer cabbage was harvested

and left to sprout again, yielding 

rosettes of greens

Greens to 
harvest 
now

Anne’s
kitchen garden
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SOMERSET

homeowner is

locked in a battle

with the National 

Trust after it opened a 

neighbouring

garden, allowing

visitors within

inches of her

bedroom window.

Anne Parham, 62,

says tourists are

able to peer into

the bedroom and 

bathroom

of her medieval

house, which she

has lovingly restored over a 

30 year period.

She maintains that when she

first purchased the property

at auction in 1981, the National

Trust reassured her that

gardens backing on to her

property would never be 

opened to the public.

A
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But without her knowledge,

guests at next door Dunster

Castle were granted access to 

the walled garden.

As a result, visitors are able

to stand less than

a yard away from 

her home.

Anne, who lives

alone, says the

move has ruined her 

privacy and

knocked around 

£50,000

off the value of

her house.

She said: “I opened

my curtains one morning and 

there were people’s faces

looking at me from about 18in

(45cm) away – that was the 

first I knew about it.

“I’m on show now, both in

my garden and in my home, to

the general public.

DRAW THE CURTAINS

Anne added: “If I need to use

the bathroom or my bedroom

then I have to draw curtains,

just to get a bit of privacy.”

NEIGHBOURS OF this

junk-filled garden in

Stoke-sub-Hamdon,

Somerset, are furious

after the owner, Michael 

Legg, was given

permission to carry on

filling it with old windows

and doors. He had been

allowed to use the site as 

a retail business until

2007, but has continued 

piling up items since.

An order making him

stop has been overruled, 

claiming he is just a

“hoarder”. One villager

said: “If one of us wants

to sell our house, it’s

going to be so diffi cult.”

Anne’s house is worth more

than £400,000 but, she says,

it has been devalued: “The

estate agent considers the

value of my property has

been reduced by an estimated

£50,000, if indeed it is

saleable as things stand.”

She says the Trust has never 

notified her about the

opening of the garden.

Seamus Rogers, of Dunster

Castle, said: “We have been

talking to our neighbour for

some time about her claims of 

loss of privacy, and have

made a number of offers to

help her. We have no evidence 

that any statements were

made in 1981, that the garden

would not ever be opened to 

members of the public.”

News Got a story? call 01202 440848

or email marc.rosenberg@timeinc.com

NT OPENS GARDEN INCHES FROM BEDROOM

“I’ve lost my privacy”, says pensioner

By Graham Clarke

“There were people’s
faces looking at me”

THEBIG
PICTURE

Anne Parham feels that

she is now ‘on show’
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Surveys show worrying trends
TWO DIFFERENT studies

have found that traditional 

British gardening skills,

and plant knowledge, are

being lost. Young people

can’t even tell a tulip from 

a geranium.

One new study,

conducted by window

maker Origin, shows that

the knowledge of young

adults is so poor, one in three

do not even know what a hoe

looks like.

And they are certainly not

green fingered. One in four

admitted that when they had

tried to grow plants, they

had died within weeks.

MOST HATED JOBS

Sixty per cent of those

questioned said their garden

was in dire need of attention.

The survey of 2000 people

aged 25-35 found that 87 per

cent could not identify a

photo of a geranium and

more than 75 per cent could

not spot a tulip or a jasmine.

Some 60 per cent could not 

identify a fuchsia.

Half did not know a

dandelion was a weed.

Those questioned were,

however, realistic. Around

55 per cent admitted their 

gardening skills and

knowledge were poor. The

most hated gardening jobs

were weeding, deadheading, 

mowing, pruning and

digging fl owerbeds.

JOHN HAS THE ANSWER

AG expert John Negus (left) has just
answered his 2000th query sent in
by readers. He joined AG’s team of 
regular experts in 1985.
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GARDENERS’ QUESTION TIME
MATT BIGGS, Christine Walkden

and Pippa Greenwood join

Eric Robson with gardeners in

Sheffield. BBC Radio 4 at 3pm on

Friday 18 September (repeated at

2pm on Sunday 20 September).

Orchid lovers

Grammatophyllum speciosum

(above), believed to be the
largest species of orchid in the
world, is flowering at the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew.
It is the first time the plant –
also known as ‘Queen of the
Orchids’ – has flowered since
it was collected 32 years ago 
from Sabah, Malaysia.

A BLOOMIN’
BAD WEEK

A BLOOMIN’
GOOD WEEK
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Song birds

Traffic noise from busy roads
disrupts the lives of migrating
songbirds (including our
common blackbird, above)
more than previously thought.
US researchers have found
that it affects the birds’
breeding, and ability to put on
weight ahead of long flights. 

Half of those polled said 

they did not enjoy

gardening, mainly because 

they felt ‘clueless’.

PASSION FOR PLANTS

Origin’s Ben Brocklesby,

told AG: “This has shown

how young people are

struggling to grow a basic

pot plant, and even tell a

weed from a flower. It’s

important we don’t lose the

connection and passion for 

our outdoor spaces.”
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THE BEECHGROVE GARDEN

THE TEAM assess their aubergines, peppers
and Michaelmas daisies. BBC2 Scotland at 7.30pm 
on Thursday 17 September (national repeat on
BBC2 on Sunday 20 September; times vary).

THE

BEECHGROVE

GARDENTHIS 

WEEK

Skills such as taking cuttings and edging

a lawn properly (circled) are being lost

And we’re going bananas!

A SEPARATE survey, this

time conducted by Whitby

Seafoods, has found that

many Brits think bananas 

are grown in the UK. And they 

are not even sure where a 

potato comes from.

Forty per cent did not know 

that cauliflowers grow on

the ground, and they think

melons hang from trees.

More than half of Brits

have no idea where their

regular fruit and veg comes

from, and 40 per cent are

clueless as to when fruits 

are in season. 

EMBARRASSING

In all, a third of the 2000

people polled admitted that

their lack of food awareness 

and knowledge was 

embarrassing.

Future generations are set

to be just as confused, too.

More than 30 per cent of

parents said their children

have asked questions about

food, and they did not know 

how to answer them.

“Half felt that they
were ‘clueless’”

Many young people don’t know where

our fruits and vegetables come from
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“Gardening ticks all
the right boxes”

IM McCOLL, presenter 

of BBC Scotland’s

Beechgrove Garden,

says that the UK’s

gardeners deserve more

credit for the contribution

they make to the country.

Speaking before recording 

the special question and

answer ‘roadshow’ episode

that was transmitted last

week from Rothesay, Isle of

Bute, Jim said: “I don’t think

we get the recognition that

we should. I don’t mean any of

us [the programme’s team of 

presenters]. I mean the

industry. In the UK, the

industry annually nets over

five billion quid. And yet in

Scotland we get one half-hour

of ‘Beechgrove’ for 26 weeks.”

Jim has been fronting the

popular Beechgrove show

since it fi rst aired in 1978.

RADIO FIXTURE

His comments echo an earlier

attack on the BBC, in 2012,

over its decision to axe the

Beechgrove Potting Shed, a 

GARDEN INDUSTRY SHOULD BE RECOGNISED

‘Give us more credit’ says TV Jim

J
fixture of the BBC Radio

Scotland schedules for 20

years. He said: “There is no

programme on BBC Radio

Scotland that has ‘gardening’ 

in its title, and yet we get,

what, 25, 30, 40 hours a week 

of football.”

Jim says that gardening

benefits the country in ways

other than commercially. He

added: “Politicians are quite 

happy to tick the boxes in

terms of healthy living,

healthy eating, exercise, social

integration, etc. Gardening

actually ticks all these boxes.”

Mental health is also an area

where gardening can prove to

be beneficial to both

individuals and the nation. 

Jim said: “We’ve been

involved with Gardening

Leave [a charity which uses 

horticultural therapy to

support war veterans back to 

civilian life] and we have guys 

back from Afghanistan

signing up for courses.”

WORKING AT IT

But Jim warns that getting

better, though gardening,

doesn’t happen quickly: 

“It happens because we are

working at it all the time.”

The Beechgrove Garden’s

roadshow episode featured all

four members of the regular

presentation team – Carole

Baxter, George Anderson,

Chris Beardshaw and Jim.

Jim McColl wants

better recognition

for gardeners

– and gardening
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Prince Charles supports call for cherry trees
THE PRINCE of Wales has lent his weight

to a campaign to restore a famed avenue

of cherry trees in London’s Regent’s Park.

The campaign, launched by the Royal

Parks Foundation, aims to raise funds to 

replace the trees. A spokesman said:

“Nearly 40 years ago, gardeners planted

100 cherry trees along Chester Road in

Regent’s Park. This February those trees

were cut down, having reached the end 

of their natural lifespan.”

HISTORIC AVENUES

Prince Charles, Foundation Patron, said:

“Historic avenues of trees are one of the

things that make the Parks so special.

The proposed planting will bring pink 

tinted blossom in the spring and yellow-

golden leaves to lift the spirits every

autumn. The many visitors to the park

will derive great pleasure from this

changing spectacle of the seasons.”

A hundred new Prunus 

‘Sunset Boulevard’,

worth £1776 each,

need to be planted 

this November.

Wood from the

old trees will be

used to make bird

boxes and other

artefacts to go back

into the parks. Visit: 

� bit.ly/1J1Pn68 T
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News

By Graham Clarke

JANE WINS ABERDEEN HONOURS

AG’s Dr Jane Bingham, who also works on The

Beechgrove Garden for BBC Scotland, won the
Pot Leek Shield for the second time at the RHS
of Aberdeen Flower Show at the end of August.J
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Prunus ‘Kanzan’ trees, which occupied

Chester Road, were past their best



HOSPITAL VISITORS should

grow their own cut flowers –

for taking in when visiting

patients – after it was found

that bloom stems (as well as

bottled water and get-well-

soon cards) can be almost

twice as expensive in hospital

shops run by WH Smith and

Marks & Spencer than in the

nearest high street branches 

of the same shops. 
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News

The hungry Asian box caterpillar
BELEAGUERED BOX plants

– popular for low hedging,

topiary and knot gardens

around the country – are

fighting for survival. First

there was blight, now an 

invasive caterpillar is

decimating plants in the south

east of England, and experts

are worried that it will spread 

to the rest of the UK.

Ravenous Asian box tree

caterpillars are capable of

reducing box hedges to bare

skeletons – within just days of

being hatched from eggs.

SURVIVING WINTER

Reports of infestations have

dramatically increased this

year, leaping from just three

sightings in 2011, and 20 in

2014, to 150 so far this year.

Previously only found in

parts of South West London,

the voracious 1in (2.5cm) long 

pest has rapidly spread

beyond the M25, into Essex. 

The RHS says it now

receives three to four reports 

of infestations each day.

RHS Entomologist Dr Hayley

Jones said: “The key thing is 

that this species is

established; it survived

throughout last winter, and it

is breeding. It is now building 

up in numbers.”

STICKY WEBS

Once the eggs hatch they

begin eating through the host 

plant, spinning sticky and 

FOLLOWING LAST week’s story about the call

for plant labels to carry pet hazard alerts, we

now learn of a pet cat having to be put down

after it was stung by a bee contaminated with 

toxic lily pollen.

Lily pollen claims life of another cat
In Staffordshire, Kristian Turner’s cat Loras

began to vomit after a bee stung him. Initially,

vets assumed he was suffering from a simple

sting, and did not realise he had ingested the

lethal pollen. It was only when the black cat

got worse and was taken back to the vet that it

was seen that his kidneys were shutting down,

and that he was suffering from lily poisoning.

HIGHLY POISONOUS

Although harmless to most animals, lilies are

highly poisonous to cats. All parts of the plant

are toxic to cats, and consuming even small 

amounts can cause severe poisoning.

Even if they do not deliberately eat the

flowers, the animals can brush against them

and later, when they wash, ingest tiny particles 

of pollen that have fallen on to their fur.

Without treatment, vets say, kidney failure 

may occur within 36-72 hours.

The Asian box tree caterpillar

(circled) spins strong, sticky

webs to protect itself

Say it with
f lowers –
at a price! 

The Times quizzed both

companies, who admit they

increase their mark-ups to

account for staff wages over

longer opening hours, and 

higher rents.

IT’S ‘LIKE EXPLOITATION’

But former NHS manager

Paula Sherriff, the Labour MP

for Dewsbury since May, said:

“It’s absolutely wrong. It’s like 

exploitation.” She said the

argument that higher costs 

had to be passed on to

patients and their friends and 

relatives was “laughable”.

strong webs around leaves

and twigs, to hide themselves.

Infestations can be treated

with an insecticide, say the

RHS. Use Westland Resolva

Bug Killer, Bayer Sprayday

Greenfly Killer or Py Spray

Garden Insect Killer. Thorough

spray coverage is required to 

control these caterpillars.

“Mark-ups reflect
longer staff hours
and higher rents”

RUSSIAN DANDELIONS

Japanese tyre maker SRI has joined forces
with a US biotech company to trial the
potential of utilising Russian dandelions (left), 
as an alternative source of natural rubber. 

SPEAKING TOM

Modern plant hunter Tom Hart Dyke (left) is
a guest speaker at the ‘Bountiful Botanics’
exhibition at Wakehurst Place, Sussex on
26/27 September. Visit: � kew.org/bountiful.
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Save money by growing

your own cut fl owers

Cat owners are reminded that lilies 

are highly toxic to their pets
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GIMA award  

THE GARDEN Industry

Manufacturer’s Association

(GIMA) is a trade body

representing suppliers and

manufacturers in the UK

Best new gardening products, tools and services for the 2015 season

trading and industrial interests

of its members.

Every year experts

representing a wide range of

products and services offered

by GIMA members. Awards in

14 different categories are

fiercely contested, the

winners representing the very

best in their class.

There’s also an award for the

best of the best, a single star 

chosen from the winners who 

collects the coveted GIMA 

Sword of Excellence. 

These are the Tools. 

Products and Services that 

won Awards in 2015: 

PRODUCT:
Weed Slice

PRODUCER:
Burgon & ball
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Q  An elegant and 
comfortable seat with 
built-in storage box

Q  Protects from 
sunshine and rain.

Q  Pressure treated 
timber guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Dimensions: Height 7ft 6in (223cm), width 4ft 8in (144cm), 
depth 2ft 3in (66cm). FSC timber. Some assembly required. 

PRODUCT:

The Cheltenham 

Arbour

PRODUCER:
 

Zest 4 Leisure

CATEGORY: Best Consumer Packaging

functional packaging

Q  Includes cell, seed tray and pot tampers, planting 
ruler, garden line

Q Full instructions for use printed on the packaging

Simple, no-nonsense solutions to everyday gardening 
problems in attractive, informative and minimal packaging.

PRODUCT:
 Essential Tools Range

ll

Q  A range of high
performance, 
machine washable gardening gloves

Q  Strong, soft-feel fabric with padded palm and 
wrist strap

Q  Stretch mesh between fi ngers keeps hands cool, 
improves dexterity

Available in two sizes, S/M and M/L. Combines fashion 
& function. Offered in 12 styles.

PRODUCT:

Love the glove

PRODUCER:
 

Burgon & Ball

CATEGORY: Garde

Clothing & Gif

CATEGORY: 
Outdoor Leisure

Q  Long handle eliminates stooping 
and back pain

Q  Compact head allows for weeding in tightly 
packed borders

Q  Cuts on push and pulls strokes to get weeding 
done in half the time

Hardened and tempered high-carbon steel head with 
stainless steel tang. FSC Ash wood handle. Head width 4in 
(10cm). Overall length 4ft 11in (148cm).

awards
Product

awards
Product



CATEGORY: Plants,

Seeds & Bulbs

winners2015
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CATEGORY: Garden Care

PRODUCT:
 GrowQube  

PRODUCER:
 

William Sinclair

Q  Tomatoes grown in the 
GrowQube produce 50% 
more fruit than conventio
growing bags

Q  Unique blend of compost
ingredients for heavy crop
toms, chillies or peppers

Q  Depth of cube design allows plant roots to 
develop fully for strong, healthy plants

Carry-home pack weighs 13lb 3oz (6kg). Dimensions 
8 x 8 x 8in (24 x 24 x 24cm). Integral carry handle. CATEGORY: Growing & Plant

Equipment & Sundries

PRODUCT:
 PotatoPot  

PRODUCER:
 CombiPot

Q  Unique pot-in-pot design let
you watch potatoes grow

Q  Lift out the inner pot to 
harvest tubers as they matur

Q  Long harvest from one plant 
through the season

Strong construction in injection moulded black plastic. 

Handle to make lifting inner pot easy. Built-in water reservoir. 

Q  Just plant the box
for easy growing,

Q  Biodegradeable box contains compost and
pre-sown seeds

Q  GroBoxes available for vegetables, salads, 
fl owers and herbs

Ideal for children and novice growers. Perfect for pots and 
containers. Discover the joy of grow your own.

PRODUCT:
 GroBox

PRODUCER:
 

Mr Fothergill’s 

CATEGORY: Garden landscaping

QCompact design 
with no threshold to 
trip you up

Q  Double sliding, 
locking door, roof 
vent, integral base plinth

Q  Aluminium frame available in silver, green & black

Perfect for smaller gardens. Available in a range of sizes 
4 x 4ft to 4 x 8ft. Horticultural glass, toughened glass or 
polycarbonate glazing.

PRODUCT:
 Zero 

Threshold 

Birdlip 

Greenhouse

PRODUCER:
 

Eden Halls 

Additional Awards

Q  BEST POINT OF SALE MATERIAL:

 Burgon & Ball for Love the Glove mobile

 display stand

Q  GCA SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR:

 Smart Garden Products

Q  GARDENEX EXPORTER OF THE YEAR:

 Eden Halls Greenhouses

Q  EXPORT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD – PET PRODUCTS:
 Beco Pets

CATEGORY: Best Marketing

Communications

PRODUCT:
 Resolva Liquid

Shots weedkiller

PRODUCER:
 Westland 

Horticulture

Q  No mess, no measuring, e
tube is just right for a 10l
can of water

Q  Each shot is strong enough to cover 44 sq m of
ground effectively

Q  Unique Tri-Activ technology for greater 
performance against weeds

Specifically developed to offer gardeners an easier way to 
apply concentrated weedkiller.
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Features���
This plastic storage box, sea-green and

white in colour, measures 22in (56cm)

high by 54in (114cm) long and 20in 

(51cm) deep. Weight 11kg.

Performance��
Assembly took 20 minutes as the

components will only fit together in

the right order and there were no

instructions. The picture on the carton

shows wheels at one end but these were

missing. More disappointment followed: 

the lid blew off with the first gust of

wind and rain could splash in through

the holes where the wheels should fit.

Not sufficiently robust to use as a seat. 

Value��
Cheap and not that cheerful.

Features�����
Made of resin material, it’s 24in (61cm)

high, 49in (125cm) long and 13in (55cm)

deep, and includes integrated handles

plus two roller wheels for moving when

full. Designed to hold up to 35kg inside, 

it doubles as a seat for two adults. 

Weight 10kg.

Performance����
Assembly was a breeze, with easy-

to-follow instructions and labelled

components, resulting in a robust box.

It comfortably provides seating for two

adults but is utility in appearance and

unlikely to form a patio focal point.

Value�����
Remarkable. It comes with a two-year 

guarantee – and Nectar points too.

D
ru

ry

Features����
Dark brown, wood-effect plastic

storage box made of polypropylene,

it measures 221 ⁄2in (57.5cm) high, 46in

(117cm) long and 21¼in (54cm) deep.

Includes small roller wheels to help 

mobility. Weight 7.5kg.

Performance���
With easy-to-follow instructions, the

box took just 15 minutes to assemble

– no tools were required but plenty of

thumps with the flat of hand to get

the tabbed parts to click together. It’s

strong enough to store cushions, light

tools and toys – but not for sitting on.

Value���
A practical box and not unsightly on

the deck or patio. One year guarantee.

LARGE OUTDOOR STORAGE BOX  
£29.99
£poundstretcher stores nationwide and online

	 0148 444 1817 � poundstretcher.co.uk for store locator

BLOOMA FLORIDA
£28.00 + £5.00 DELIVERY

B&Q stores nationwide and online

	 0333 014 3357 � diy.com for store locator and online

KETER CLASSIC STYLE PATIO BOX 
WITH SEAT £49.99
Homebase

	 0345 077 8888 � homebase.co.uk for stores and online

U
NLESS WE have an Indian

summer, now’s the time to

think about storing those

items that won’t be needed

until next year: parasols, outdoor toys, 

perhaps the hosepipe, some of the

tools and, if they’re not used for winter

displays, the hanging baskets.

But if you don’t have a shed, or if it’s

already bursting at the seams, where

can you keep stuff safe and give it

protection through the winter months?

A variety of garden storage boxes 

and trunks are available, some that

double as a garden bench or seat, but

all intended to provide a secure and 

dry home for garden clutter.

Here we test four boxes of around

265 litre capacity. All are supplied flat-

packed and require assembly. Best

positioned on a hard surface such as

the patio or decking, each comes with

a hasp, but for security you’ll also need

a padlock. Being plastic, these boxes

require little maintenance other than a 

wipe down to keep them clean.

Garden storage boxes
Deal or no deal... consumer editor Julia Heaton picks the best of
four weatherproof boxes designed for storing garden kit outdoors

before you buy

Tried
& tested

Tried
 & tested

10 15 14 157 15
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WIRELESS WEATHER
£29.95 + £2.95 P&P

	 01525 552031
�weather-stations.co.uk

This La

Crosse AAA 

battery-

powered

weather

forecaster 

talks

wirelessly to

its outdoor

sensor – best

mounted on

a north-facing

wall – keeping you well informed

of the climate out in the garden, and

predicting what’s likely to happen up 

to 24 hours in advance.

It’ll give temperature indoors

and out in either Centigrade or

Fahrenheit, accurate to within a tenth 

of a degree. You can use its radio

controlled clock to wake you up in the

mornings too. Base station measures 

3¼x7⁄8x51 ⁄ 2in (8.4x2.3x14cm).

Weather watch

GIVERNY THERMOMETER
£10 + £4.95 P&P

	 0845 608 4448
�  gardentrading.co.uk

This chic-looking outdoor

thermometer would look right 

at home in Monet’s

garden at Giverny.

Although we can’t

do much to change

the temperature

outside it’s often

nice to know if it’s

becoming too cold

to leave tender

plants out in the 

elements.

The 9x3½in

(23x9cm) body 

is made of

powder coated

steel in cream

or brown and

features holes

top and bottom for

fixing to a wall. Shows

Fahrenheit and Centigrade.

WEATHER VANE
£54.99 + FREE DELIVERY

	 0800 6888 386
�  blackcountrymetalworks.co.uk

Features�����
Stylish, anthracite-coloured plastic high-backed bench

seat with box below the seat lid, this storage solution

measures 33in (84cm) high by 41in (140cm) long and

23.5in (60cm) deep. It weighs 13.5kg and comes with a

two-year guarantee.

Performance�����
At times assembly did require two people plus a

screwdriver, and in all it took 45 minutes to construct

– but it was worth it. With reinforcements of metal,

this box certainly takes the weight. It’s a big box and

made a fab seat for two adults. Just to prove it’s strong,

we budged up and got a third person to sit alongside

– no trouble and no buckling. Definitely exceeded

expectations and made a nice addition to the patio.

Value�����
Yes, the most expensive of the lot, but it’s a

storage box disguised as an attractive bench:

as well as being practical, it’s quite a looker.

Sometimes it pays to spend more.
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KETER GREY BENCH SEAT BOX
£109.99 + £3.99 DELIVERY

Argos

	 0345 640 3030 � argos.co.uk

With the BBC ditching the Met Offi ce, maybe its time to do our own forecasting!

Know

where the 

wind’s

blowing

from with

this quality

cast iron

rooster

vane. Also

available

in a wide

range

of other

designs to

suit your

interests, each is powder coated

for longevity and can be black or

brown in colour. Also available with 

different mounting brackets.

The Standard rooster vane

measures 15in (38.5cm) tall by 11in

(29cm) wide. Fixing bracket height 

9in (23cm). Weighs 5kg.

15 15

BEST
BUY
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■ TELEPHONE ORDER LINE

	 0844 573 2021, please 

quote AG708

■ Subscribers quote AG709 

and your subscriber

number to claim your 

10% discount

■ ORDER ONLINE at

	www.thompson-morgan.

com/ag708

■ Subscribers should visit

www.thompson-morgan.

com/ag709 to claim your 

10% discount

All orders will be acknowledged by letter or email, advising you of the expected despatch date. This offer is subject to
availability. Offer enquiry line 0844 573 2021 (9am-6pm, seven days a week). All correspondence concerning this offer should
be sent to: Amateur Gardening Acers offer, Dept AG708/AG709, PO Box 162, Ipswich, IP8 3BX.. Please note your contract for
supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan. (Terms and conditions available on request). Closing date: 31st October 2015.
Plants despatched from October 2015. 

Cardholders call direct on ✆ 0844 573 2021 quoting AG708
or AG709 if you’re a subscriber. The order lines are open seven days a week, 9am to 6pm
(voicemail at other times). Alternatively; please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS.
Remittance may be made by MasterCard, Visa, Maestro, postal order or cheque (name,
address and AG708/AG709 if a subscriber, on the back of cheque, please), crossed and
made payable to T&M. Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. 

HOW TO ORDER

Acer palmatum collection
APANESE MAPLES have a graceful

presence, and their finely cut, feathery

foliage evolves through the seasons.

‘Orange Dream’ has red-tinted spring foliage

turning limey green, and then orange-gold in

autumn. ‘Butterfly’ is a variegated variety, with

cream edges that turn bright red in autumn. All

are slow growing, eventually reaching 13ft (4m).

Q Buy 1 Acer ‘Atropurpureum’ plant (10.5cm) 

for £9.99 and receive another FREE!

Q Buy the complete Collection (all 3 varieties 

in 10.5cm pots) £19.99 – SAVING £9.98

These three beautiful acers make excellent specimen plants in large containers

Send to: Amateur Gardening Acers Offer,

Dept AG708/AG709, PO Box 162, Ipswich, IP8 3BX

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Signature

(Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr/Title)

Address

Postcode

Telephone Date of birth

Amateur Gardening is published by Time Inc. (UK). Your personal information is
collected by Time Inc. (UK) in order to process your order.

■ Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by

post or telephone for the purpose of research or marketing of Time Inc. (UK)’s products or services.

■ Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by other organisations carefully selected by

Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by post or telephone for the purpose of research or marketing

such organisations’ products or services.

Would you like to receive emails from Amateur Gardening and Time Inc. (UK) containing news, special

offers and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via email? If yes, 

please enter your email address below.

Email

19 SEPTEMBER 2015 / AG708/709

(Maestro only)

(Maestro only) 

My card number is

Valid from Expires end Issue no.

I enclose my cheque no………............... Value £………...............

made payable to: T&M (with your name and address on the back). 

To pay by Mastercard/Visa/Maestro (delete as applicable) 

complete card details below.

AG Subscriber No. (if applicable)..........................

ACERS OFFER

AG708/AG709

CODE PRODUCT Price

Subs

price

QTY Total

TCF56405A
Acer palmatum
‘Atropurpureum’ (10.5cm
pot) Buy 1 Get 1 Free

£9.99 £8.99

TCK56206
The Acer Collection x3
10.5cm potted plants
SAVE £9.98

£19.99 £17.99

TCC47551
OPTIONAL EXTRA:
Incredibloom Fertiliser
1 x 100g Pack

£4.99 £4.49

£1.95

£Total

* Add postage and packaging

�

J

reader
offer

BUY 1
GET 1
FREE

Don’t forget to you can go online for priority

ordering! Go to www.thompson-morgan.com/

ag708. Subscribers- go to www.thompson-

morgan.com/ag709

The purple foliage of ‘Atropurpureum’

turns fi ery red in autumn 

‘Orange Dream’

‘Butterfl y’



It was a bold move, but the decision to use modern grass plantings in the
kitchen garden at Scampston Hall, has revitalised it, says Marilyn Elm

HEN LADY
Caroline
Legard and her
husband Sir

Charles inherited the
Scampston estate in North
Yorkshire in 1994, the 18th
century Walled Kitchen
Garden was in a sorry state.

Filled with Christmas trees,
sheep, a dipping pond of tin
cans and a derelict glasshouse,
it had fallen into serious

disrepair. But far from feeling
daunted, confident Caroline
saw it as an opportunity to
experiment with 21st century
gardening ideas.

Covering a vast four and a
half acres meant that returning
it to its former kitchen garden
glory was unrealistic. “It was a
huge area to manage for fruit
and vegetables and I didn’t
want to have to market the
produce”, says Caroline.

Since the garden is
surrounded by a high brick
wall, and seen as quite
separate from the rest of the
estate, Caroline could see that
this could allow her to do
something different, without
compromising the historically
important Capability Brown
landscape beyond. Although
she loves quintessential English
gardens such as Hidcote and
Sissinghurst, she didn’t see the

W

Gardening with grasses

40  AMATEUR GARDENING  19 SEPTEMBER 2015

point of replicating 
these at Scampston. “I 
wanted to move on and 
try something more 
contemporary because 
it’s important to keep 
looking forward and 
creating new spaces”.

The answer came with
a visit to a friend, John 
Coke of Bury Court in 
Hampshire who had 
transformed his 
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THE LOVELY grass that

Lady Caroline has used

on a very large scale in

her garden also works

well in smaller settings.

It reaches around 2ft

(80cm) high so is great

for the middle or front

of borders. In summer

its delicate

flowerheads waft

gracefully in the

breeze, and in the

autumn, the foliage

turns a beautiful

butter-yellow.

ALTHOUGH SOME very effective grass plantings are done

on a large scale, it is still possible to get the look at home.

The key is stick to one type of clump-forming grass and

plant it in bold, sausage-shaped drifts. Molinia and

deschampsia are good choices as their feathery

flowerheads blend well with flowering perennials. Add

herbaceous perennials that look their best in late summer:

veronicastrum, Knautia macedonica, sanguisorba, perovskia,

eryngium, heleniums, sedum and echinacea. If you’re not

confident gardening with grasses, why not experiment with

an annual grass first, like Hordeum jubatum?

Molinia caerulea
‘Poul Petersen’

Using grasses at home

For an ultra-modern look, borders

of block planting with just one

kind of grass, is the way to go

Low seating in this intimate area 

near the centre of the walled

garden allows visitors to get close 

to the grasses and perennials 

Late season perennials Echinacea 

pallida and Knautia macedonica 

combine well with grasses 
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Nassella tenuissima grass

is easy to blend with 

fl owering perennials like 

eryngium and achillea 

A mere 6000 molinias 

were used to create these

striking waves of grass

G
A

P

STAR
plant
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In the Perennial Meadow area at the centre of the

walled garden, astrantias, salvias, echinaceas, phlomis,

achilleas and monardas are a magnet for wildlife

garden with the help of
leading Dutch designer Piet
Oudolf. His trademark prairie-
style planting combines late 
season perennials with
ornamental grasses. Caroline
was inspired to do the same in 

d garden.
oved Piet Oudolf ’s
ralistic approach and
d great faith in him,
nd thought his range of 
plants particularly
suitable for their light, 
sandy and well-
drained soils. He was
keen on saving bees 
nd providing
vironmentally friendly, 
ainable, low
enance schemes.
hould look after

themselves, and be able to
support each other with no
need for staking, feeding or
watering”. It wasn’t just about
flowers either, plants needed to
have character and look good
all year round; even seedheads
had their place. They should, he
told her ‘grow gracefully, live
gracefully and die gracefully”, 
says Caroline.

He came up with an 

innovative design that
incorporated the listed wall,
dipping pond and glasshouse. 

Oudolf organised the
extensive Walled Garden into
rooms, each with different
characters, in a way reminiscent 

of the traditional English
approach. Here, however, it has 
a contemporary twist, and
offers clean symmetry and
controlled repetitions, with
some non-traditional clipped 
forms and soft perennial
planting. He even included a
Mount offering elevated garden
views, a device popular with the
Tudors. The outer ‘Plantsman’s 
Walk’ was a later addition,
requested to accommodate
some of Caroline’s favourite 
plants such as peonies.

Initially, a selection of 

The planting palette

Maintenance

A PLANT identification list detailing all the plants

grown at Scampston Hall is available for visitors, and

many of the plants growing in the gardens are offered

for sale. Over 1300 plants are on the list. The planting 

in the Perennial Meadow includes:

DESPITE HAVING two full

time gardeners and seven

volunteers, the planting in

the walled garden is

generally low maintenance:

■ Hedges including the box

and yew are trimmed twice a

year, and all grasses are cut ba

hard after the winter eg. Molin

■ Little watering is required

and no feeding is carried out.

■ The perennial planting grows densely by June and 

July so hand weeding must done early on in the 

season before clumps grow over too much.

■ Some plants such as phlomis are ‘thugs’ and the

balance can get lost in places, so there is a need to 

edit from time to time, usually every 4 years.

■ No staking is needed with this planting style, since 

plants support each other.

■ Achillea ‘Walther Funcke’

■ Coreopsis ‘Moonbeam’

■ Eryngium tripartitum

■ Festuca mairei

■ Nepeta racemosa ‘Walker’s Low’

■ Origanum ‘Rosenkuppel’

■ Phlomis russeliana

■ Salvia x sylvestris ‘Mainacht’

■ Sedum ‘Matrona’

■ Stachys monieri ‘Humm

Old leaves are trimmed from

the grasses in spring, just

before new growth starts

Gardening with grasses

“Plants
should grow
– and die –
gracefully”

GAP
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Garden like a lady
Five of Caroline’s favourite plants 

from the Scampston Estate:

Dianthus carthusianorum, 

a nice tall dianthus

perennials were brought from
his nursery for propagation, as 
the most economic way to
provide enough plants for the 
scheme: for instance, 50
Molinia caerulea ‘Poul Petersen’
became 6,000 plants for the
‘Drifts of Grass Garden’. Other 
plants were sourced from
specialist and Dutch nurseries.

All areas had plans, save for
the Perennial Meadow. Here, he
arranged a group of plants on
site to fine tune the effect he
wanted, leaving them to be
planted by the then head
gardener Tim Marshall.

The garden opened to the
public in 2004, and 11 years on, 
this now iconic garden has
matured closer to Oudolf ’s
vision, as seen in the intended 
shapes of the yew and box
plantings in the ‘Silent’ and
‘Serpentine Gardens’. The
swathes of molinia grass,
snaking diagonally across the
‘Drifts of Grass’ area, reach 

their crescendo late summer,
providing interest, like much
of Oudolf ’s planting schemes, 
late into the year.

Caroline has been delighted
that such planting quickly
attracted birds and butterflies
to what had previously been an
environmentally sterile site;
it’s a triumph that there are
hardly any pests or slugs in
this wonderful and ecologically 
balanced garden.Q

Sanguisorba officinalis,

great for fl ower arranging

Panicum ‘Rehbraun’ sets off seedheads

and autumn fl owering plants so well

The naturalistic style of the Capability

Brown landscape that surrounds

the Hall is a good complement to the

planting in the walled garden

The perennial meadow is great place to stroll and gather

inspiration for your own garden – and many of the plants

can be bought at the plant nursery on site

Tetrapanax papyrifer ‘Rex’, with its large,

almost ‘prehistoric’ leaves is a fun plant

Amsonia tabernaemontana var.

salicifolia – gorgeous blue

flowers set off by the dark blue, 

and lime green leaves  
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VISIT SCAMPSTON
THE WALLED garden is open

to the public until the end of

October, Tues-Sun, 10am-5pm.

Adult entrance fee is £7. Note:

the Hall is now closed until 

2016. ✆ 01944 759111,

� scampston.co.uk

Q In 2016 Scampston will be taking

part in the nationwide ‘Capability

Brown Festival’, which will mark

the 300th anniversary of the

famous landscape designer’s birth,

and celebrate his life and works.



W
HEN DO we 

plant

potatoes?

Almost

invariably it’s spring. But

why? Well it’s the best time

for maximising the crop, but

this comes at a cost. We are

very busy in the spring with

many other jobs pressing to 

be done. The Victorians

spotted this and tried

planting potatoes in the

autumn. After all plenty of

‘volunteers’ (spuds missed

during harvesting) come

through most winters

unharmed and grow away

(annoyingly often looking

better than our planted sets).

The downside was these

seemed to give slightly lower

yields than from sets planted

in spring. Indeed, we often

plant a tad too early, and

when we inadvertently make

late plantings these can do

as well, if not better than 

earlier ones.

Anyway, my point is, if you

are willing to accept slightly

lower yields, then you can

shift a shed load of work

from spring to now when

everything is less urgent and

the soil is easier to work. This 

not only relieves stress in

spring but also removes the

hassle of over-wintering and

chitting sets. True you have

to save your own sets from

the current year’s harvests,

as sets are not normally sold

this early (perhaps shops 

“Most sets
come through
& grow away 
no trouble”

ought to offer them but as

yet there is no demand). But

given you have just dug your

own crop and it was healthy, 

then this is no problem.

So why not give it a go?

Put the new bed just where

you would when planting in

spring but plant the sets a

tad deeper. Well-rotted

manure can be put in first

and covered with a layer of

soil before planting, or can

be laid on top after planting

and covering, or just applied 

in spring around the

emerging shoots. 

And that’s it. No real

difference otherwise.

Now, some winters

my soil floods over,

but the free-draining, 

light soil I have is

probably the reason

I’ve never yet lost my

over-wintering sets. 

Most sets come

through and grow

away no trouble. But

obviously it makes

sense to hold back

some to make up any

gaps after the rest

have emerged. Q
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Listen to our
Bob on Radio
4’s Gardeners’
Question Time

AG’s organic gardener

Plant potatoes in
autumn, says Bob

Bob FlowerdewBob Flowerdew

If you try autumn-planting potato sets, put

slightly deeper than you would normally

BOB’S TIPS
Pick and bring squashes
and pumpkins under cover

Set bait and traps to
thwart rodents moving 
indoors for winter

Bring in tender plants
as soon as possible
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LettersLetters
YourYour Write to:

Jenny Bagshaw, Amateur Garden

Westover House, West Quay Road,

Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG or email:

amateurgardening@timeinc.com

I THOUGHT AG readers might be intereste

in some pictures of my garden showing

the development of some of my exotic

plants, especially my banana and cannas

over the summer season.

I have a small courtyard garden with

hydrangeas, canna, banana and day lilies,

nicotianas which I grew from the free seeds you

provided a while ago. There's also a beautiful

yellow tree peony, begonias and an ancient

camellia which blooms March to May every year.

The banana tree was only put outside in May and, 

as you can see from the pictures, it’s doubled in

height and now dwarfs me. The real surprise this

year has been the additional height of the canna 

which must be over twelve feet tall now.

I'm an avid AG reader and despite my advancing 

years (85) I still like to tend my garden myself.
Terence Rose, Harlow, Essex

It's a scottish giant!
I WAS very interested to read the article that appeared in

Amateur Gardening 4 July issue entitled 'Land of the Giants'.

I have two Echium pininana flowering at the moment and

my brother, who’s a professional gardener, said that it was

unusual for this plant to fl ower so far north. I managed to 

nurse two out of the

three plants I grew

through the last two

winters. This is a picture 

of one of them and,

although it looks a

monster, it’s actually

growing on a slope but

has still reached a height 

of about 12 feet tall.

I wondered if any other

AG readers managed to

grow this towering giant

further north than here in 

Cromarty?

Craig Fraser, Cromarty, 

Scotland

Jenny says...So come

on our Scottish readers

– can anyone beat that?

AS I'm the only real coffee drinker in our household I

tend to buy the individual coffee filters that sit on top

of your cup. The trouble is the plastic container is only 

used once so now I reuse them as small plant pots.

All I do is take out the top layer of filter paper, rinse

out the coffee grounds and then fill with compost.

The only problem these days is, can I drink enough 

coffee for the amount of seeds I want to plant!

Mrs Lynne Watts, Uckfi eld, E Sussex

My little piece of Eden

QUICKTIPS

STAR
LETTER

Fruitful
surprise
I SLICED off the top of

a pineapple about six

years ago and planted

it up, never thinking it

would produce any

fruit. But this year, it’s

surprised me with a

lovely little pineapple.

Kath Paciuszko,

Truro, Cornwall
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Our Star Letter wins £40 in National Garden Gift Vouchers; tip of the week, £10; other letters £5 (£10 if we use a photo you’ve sent).

There will be no vouchers awarded for Facebook comments published on these pages. Vouchers can be bought and redeemed at over 

2,000 UK outlets offering more than 90,000 garden plants and products. Visit� thevouchergarden.co.uk for details.  

Letters are edited at AG’s discretion. Please enclose an SAE if you would like photos to be returned. 

IN VIEW of the decline in bees, isn't this a

beautiful creature? I feel we should be doing all 

we can to look after them for the future.

I took this picture in my daughter's new

garden with the camera given to me by my son

for my 86th birthday, when the fl owers were 

buzzing with bees!

I was really thrilled when it was shown on

ITV’s South Today programme recently as one 

of their weather pictures. I’m now hooked!

Cynthia Grant, Broadstone, Dorset

Media star of TV 
and magazine!
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THIS IS a picture of my lavender in full bloom and 

every time I brush past it, it gives off the most

wonderful scent. It’s certainly attracting lots of

bees and butterflies too – I just love lavender.

Carol Loader, Taunton, Somerset

Lavender's blue, 
dilly dilly ...

This week on 

This was quite a nice

ittle haul of Potato

‘Sharp's Express’

grown in a sack.

Edward Davis

I grew two Malva

‘Mystic Merlin’ plants

from AG free seeds.

As you can see the

bees love them!

Maria Hart

Room with a view
THIS IS a bird’s eye view of my garden taken 

from my back bedroom window.

As you can see, there’s a peaceful place to

sit and enjoy the smell of the lilies, plus lots of

interesting nooks and crannies with a pretty 

little Japanese bridge.

Mari Rennie, Irvine, Ayrshire

Jenny says...It’s a good idea to take an

aerial photo from an upstairs window to get 

a perspective on your garden as a whole.
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I love these

beautiful oriental

lilies in my garden.

Michael Cash
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Use of personal details: entering this competition indicates your consent to be added

to the regular Amateur Gardening newsletters and that Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. and its

partners may contact you about relevant products or services and research via email.

You can opt out at any time via the unsubscribe messages in the emails you are sent. 

Amateur Gardening, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. will collect your personal information to process your entry and to gain a

better understanding of our magazine readership.

Amateur Gardening and Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on

our magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from us. ■

Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or

post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted. ■

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Full name

(Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr/Title)

Address

Postcode

Telephone                                  Year of birth

Fill in this coupon and send it to: Natalie Paszkowski,
September Treasure Hunt, Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, 7th Floor, Blue 
Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU

Picture Your answer

A is on page...

B is on page...

C is on page...

D is on page...

Entries to reach us by Friday 16 October 2015.

19 September 2015/AG Treasure Hunt

September 2015 Treasure Hunt

Email
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ARDENING IS always

easier if you have the

right tools for the job. 

Fiskars believe even the 

simplest tool can be

reinvented and perfected, as 

the new Xact range of

digging tools demonstrates.

Now Amateur Gardening

readers have the opportunity

to work with the best tools:

we’ve teamed up with Fiskars

so six lucky readers can win a

pair of Fiskars Xact digging 

tools worth £79.98.

The new Xact range

includes digging spades and

forks available in both large 

and medium sizes for

gardeners both tall and of

shorter stature. When you

select the right size tool for

your height, unnecessary

strain is minimised and

working efficiency increased.

Harnessing the principles of 

ergonomics, design and 

engineering, the Xact range

helps take the physically

challenging task of digging to

a new level of efficiency.

Super sharp blades and the

wide stepping boards of the 

Xact spades make for

impressive penetration, while

the handcrafted steel forks 

make light work of the 

hardest soils.

This lightweight, robust 

range features the

ergonomically optimised

angle between head and

shaft for superior efficiency

and super comfy soft grip

push-pull handles to ensure 

easy grip and leverage.

Fiskars Xact digging tools

in medium size are suitable

for gardeners between 5ft 3in

(160cm) and 5ft 9in (175cm)

tall, while the large size suits

gardeners between 5ft 9in

(175cm) and 6ft 5in (195cm) 

in height. Q

Well, that digging job didn’t take so long...

James Wong fi nds time to put his feet up!

“Fiskars’ samurai-sharp digging spade slices through soil in an instant,
even through heavy clay. Extra long, über-lightweight handles create the
perfect fulcrum to make digging easier. Frankly, NASA couldn’t design
a better digging tool.” 

James Wong, Ethnobotanist and TV celebrity

G

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Use of personal details: Entering this competition indicates your
consent to be added to the regular Amateur Gardening newsletters and that Time Inc. (UK)
Ltd, and its partners may contact you about relevant products or services and research via
email. You can opt out at any time via the unsubscribe messages in the emails you are sent.
Closing date for entries is Friday 16 October 2015. All entries must be on the official entry
form, no photocopies accepted. Entries received mutilated, illegible, altered, incomplete or
not complying exactly with the rules and instructions will be disqualified. No responsibility
can be accepted for entries lost or delayed in the post or elsewhere. No correspondence
will be entered into and entry implies acceptance of the rules as final and legally binding.
Employees of Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, Fiskars and their relatives are not eligible for entry. The 
prize is non-transferable and is as listed – no cash alternative. 

D

B

TO ENTER: This month we’re giving away six pairs of

Fiskars Xact digging tools, each pair worth a total of £79.98.

For your chance to win simply track down the four images

below in this issue of Amateur Gardening, fill in the coupon

telling us which page each one appears on and send to Natalie

Paszkowski, September Treasure Hunt, Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, 7th 

Floor, Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street, London SE1 

OSU to reach us before Friday 16 October 2015.

A

C

Treasure
huntXact

WIN

£480
Prizes
worth

Please tick preferred Fiskars Xact garden tools size:

Medium   Large 
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ACROSS

1 The tequila-producing

century plant genus (5)

3 Vascular tissue in plants

that distributes the water

and minerals taken up by 

the roots (5)

7 Fruit of Phoenix 

dactylifera (4)

8 Strawberries (chopped),

meringue (crumbled) and

cream make a right old

public school mess! (4)

9 Organisation that

produces TV’s 12 down! 

(1,1,1)

11 Genus of alpine plants

(of the primula family)

containing the so-called 

rock jasmine (9)

14 Affirmative in

polyester! (3)

16 Hypericum calycinum is

known as the ____ of 

Sharon! (4)

17 Campanula medium is 

better known as the

Canterbury ____! (4)

18 If you don’t regularly

wipe over houseplant

leaves, they’ll get this! (5)

19 Tropical member of the

cucumber family, incl the

vegetable sponge (5) 

DOWN

1 Common name for the 

alnus genus (5)

2 Typical seasonal scene

at this time of year! (6,5)

4 Single foliage blade of 

lactuca! (7,4)

5 French impressionist

painter famous for

depicting waterlilies (5)

6 AG’s Mr Kemp (art

editor) and Mr Flowerdew 

(organic guru)! (3)

9 Beauty _____ is the

common name for the

callicarpa 12 down! (5)

10 These are left by

earthworms – and they

mess up the lawn! (5)

12 Gardeners’ _____ is on 

the 9 across! (5)

13 The mallow genus (5)

15 This female farm

animal sounds like the

common name for Taxus 

baccata (3)

CROSSWORDANSWERS

ACROSS1Agave3Xylem7Date8Eton9BBC11Androsace14

Yes16Rose17Bell18Dusty19Luffa

DOWN1Alder2Autumnmists4Lettuceleaf5Monet6Bob9

Berry10Casts12World13Malva15Ewe

TRUEORFALSE?TRUE.‘Babycarrots’canbeimmaturewhole

carrots,ortheycouldbepiecesoflargercarrots.ACalifornian

farmerwastiredofthrowingawayhisblemishedcarrots,sohe

startedpeelingandtrimmingthemintotinycarrotshapes.Other

farmershavesincedonethesame,anditisnowcommonplace.

SPOTTHEDIFFERENCEAnne’sT-shirthaschangedtogreen,and

thelawnbehindherhasdisappeared.Theseedlingsinher

module tray are larger, and the top tray has an extra row of cells.

KEYWORD TO WORDSEARCH 275 (AG, 15 AUG): LIGHTNING

AND THE WINNER IS: J.S. SPENCE OF OSSET, W. YORKSHIRE

�

(Answer at bottom of page)

This word search
comprises words

connected to plums.
They are listed below; in the

grid they may be read across,
backwards, up, down or
diagonally. Letters may be
shared between words.
Erroneous or duplicate words
may appear in the grid, but
there is only one correct
solution. After the listed words
are found there are 12 letters
remaining; arrange these to
make this week’s KEY WORD.

BLOSSOM

DAMSON

EXCALIBUR

GAGE

GUINEVERE

JAM

MIRABELLE

OPAL

OULLINS

PERSHORE

PIE

PLUM

PRUNE

PUDDING

STEWED

TREE
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This week’s Keyword is..........................................................................

Name............................................................................................................

Address.......................................................................................................

Postcode.....................................................................................................

Email ............................................................................................................

Tel no............................................................................................................
Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, publisher of Amateur Gardening will collect your personal information 
solely to process your competition entry.

HOW TO ENTER: Enter this week’s keyword on the entry

form, and send it to AG Word Search No 280, Amateur

Gardening, Westover House, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset

BH15 1JG, to arrive by Weds 30 September, 2015. The first

correct entry chosen at random will win our £30 cash prize.

No:
280

Anne Swithinbank loves Verbena bonariensis, a reliable, hardy, late summer

perennial with violet-purple flowers. Here she is planting out some of her

seedlings for overwintering. Can you spot the FOUR differences we’ve made to 

the right hand picture? (Answers at bottom of page)

‘Baby carrots’ bought from

the supermarket are not

always whole carrots! 
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Gardener’s

tea break

  

WIN

£30!
Wordsearch

Spot  the difference
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Peter Clare has transformed what was essentially a derelict garden

into an idyllic “woodland clearing”. But there have been some

lessons along the way, most notably coping with all that shade



Me & my
woodland

garden
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Shade has become Peter Clare’s best 
friend to create his “ideal place” –
a woodland clearing garden

HILDHOOD 

MEMORIES had a 

huge infl uence on 

how Peter Clare 

came to develop his 

woodland garden.

“We all have in our heads, 

without even realising it, ideal 

places and I suppose the 

woodland clearing is one of 

mine,” explains Peter.

“The circular lawn in the 

centre acts as that and 

everything else then just 

comes away from it. 

“The garden I grew up in 

had a lot of trees around it 

and a similar aspect … so 

without even thinking about 

it I was heading towards what 

I’d come from.”

The garden features a ring 

of gigantic trees around the 

house. Down the right-hand 

side are large wild cherry 

plums, in the bottom right-

hand corner is a mature 

sycamore, then another wild 

cherry plum over the 

summerhouse. Past the oval 

bed are two apple trees and 

there’s a stand of mature 

C



spruce trees, while a huge 

magnolia dominates the

whole of the front garden. A

mature 60ft (18m) spruce

stands just to the top right of 

the circle of lawn.

The woodland amphitheatre

extends beyond Peter’s own 

trees however.

“A neighbour has a series of

200-year-old beech trees and

beyond that are many others

– so everywhere you look you

have a borrowed landscape 

beyond,” says Peter.

If you are planning to create 

“A mistake
I made was to
underestimate

the amount  
of shade”

a woodland garden, shade 

planting is the most

important thing you must

learn about, he advises.

“A mistake I made in the

past was to underestimate

the amount of shade you

have, to think something is

almost full sun when it’s

actually deep shade. So you

should learn more about

shade planting, because

that’s what you’ll end up 

learning regardless.”

Plants which have thrived

include skimmia. “This is a

really nice medium-size shrub.

There are quite a few different

cultivars of Skimmia japonica

and some of them survive in 

an awful lot of shade.

“Also ferns. There is a much

wider variety of ferns than 

people think there are.”

But a different kind of

garden greeted Peter when

he first moved to the property

in 1999. He described it as Il
lu
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This path leads to a neighbour’s garden. When the hedges were

filled in around Peter’s property he still ended up with a gap here,

so he installed an arched gate with a mirror behind it. This provides

a sense of space and gives a lovely view back into his garden
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MEET THE OWNER

OWNER Peter Clare

ADDRESS 3 The Drive, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 6HZ

GARDEN SIZE One third of an acre

ASPECT Garden three sides – north, west and south

SOIL Very clay/acid clay

VISITED Late May

SPECIAL FEATURES Secluded woodland garden with

winding paths on different levels, ponds and waterfalls,

pergola, ferneries, extensive planting showcasing shade

versatility and use of foliage for dramatic displays. Many 

interesting garden features including an army Land 

Rover ambulance being used as a shed.

3 The Drive is open in aid of the NGS by arrangement

until the end of September. Admission £5. Open days in

May and June with other village gardens raised £3,970 

for the NGS. See� ngs.org.uk  for details. 



GET THE
LOOK

When choosing plants for a woodland

space don’t underestimate how shady

some areas can be. These Veronica

gentianoides (gentian speedwell)

don’t mind partial shade

POT STUFF
It’s not all about shade: this patio gets
sun in the morning so Peter has created
an attention-grabbing spot with
architectural features and interest from 
pots containing plants like hostas,
sedums, box and ferns that’ll also
thrive in the shade later on in the day

Raise planters onto tables, bringing them closer

to eye level for displays with greater impact.

This collection of succulents – saxifrages,

sedums and other alpines – is on an old pedal

sewing machine table with a stone flag top

Use planting structure within features

to create exciting illusions. This small 

portion of a water wheel bought

secondhand is a recent addition

No woodland garden is

complete without the

sound of birdsong.

Encourage them to your

outdoor space with plenty

of feeding stations. Peter

has spotted more than 40

species in his garden



A SURREY suburban garden that featured on

BBC TVs Gardeners’ World back in March is

reopening in September due to popular demand.

The last time garden designer Selina Botham

opened her garden at 21 Glenavon Close you

could barely see the lawn for camera crew!

Bowing to popular demand, Selina and

husband Simon will be offering a special

September ‘pop-up opening’ in support of the NGS, before they

extend their house. It’s an average sized suburban plot but, with

plenty of routes, destinations and carefully conceived views, the 

design makes the most of the space and shows what can be

done to maximise the impact of an awkward-shaped garden.

The garden at 21 Glenavon Close, Claygate, Esher in Surrey, will

be open from 2-6pm on Sunday 20 September. Admission £4.

Selina will be available for guided tours at 2pm, 3pm and 4pm. 

For more details visit� ngs.org.uk

derelict, with overgrown

hedges, battered tarmac and

a broken flagstone driveway,

an expansive lawn of weeds

and more concrete paving

slabs, old prams, mattresses,

drugs paraphernalia and large

amounts of general assorted 

rubble and rubbish.

“But it was a big garden and

always had a lot of trees – it

was just a case of choosing

which trees to take out and

then trying to construct a 

plan around that.

“There was a handful of

shrubs – two forsythia, a few

lilacs, a philadelphus, some

dogwood and a decrepit

hydrangea. Fairly early on I

drew sketches of what I 

wanted,” he says.

“A plan was drawn up to

impose structure on the

whole garden involving

various paths, patios and

levels around a circular lawn

and a small oval bed beyond.

“Overall I think it’s far better 

than I ever anticipated.”Q

Ponds were always part of Peter’s plan for the

garden: he drew ideas from a picture in one of his

earliest gardening books called Gardening In A

Small Space. “It features waterfalls and ponds

all coming down into one another and was a real

inspiration for me,” he said

The front garden had a complete makeover a few years ago:

out went the spring bluebell show in favour of new planting based

around the magnifi cent old magnolia tree which is probably 70 years oldAn upper pond is connected to a larger,

lower pond with cascading water. The

pergola at the top is covered with Clematis

montana, ivy and Trachelospermum

jasminoides (Confederate jasmine)

YELLOW BOOK NEWS
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M
Y EARLY hatred 

for berberis

started in the

hedge that

surrounded my parents

garden. I call it a hedge, but

really it was individual shrubs

in a row that, after years of

artless over-pruning by my

dad, joined forces to become

a dense and mixed whole.

It was difficult to say where

one plant started and another 

finished, but ru

right through t

tangle (and

acting like a

magnet for

footballs,

shuttlecocks

and paper

planes) was a

barberry so

fierce that just

a glimpse of th

2in (5cm) long

thorns could bring tears

to your eyes.

Like so many things

eschewed in childhood (from

olives and algebra, to Aled 

Jones), the passing years

have given time for my views

of berberis to mellow. Now, I 

really rate these thorny

shrubs for their colour, robust

nature and compact habit.

When I was boy, deciduous

berberis came in one size –

big. And as such they were

best suited for life in the local

park where they had room to 

grow into magnificent

thickets. Today though,

o shrewd

ding, there

excellent

ompact forms

deal for even

the smallest

gardens.

Amongst

my favourites

Berberis

dmiration’

h makes a

gh mound of

dazzling lime and fiery

red foliage. Like all berberis it

is as tough as old boots,

although its vivid colour

makes it a perfect partner for 

tender dahlias, begonias 

and zingy coleus.

At waist height is

B. thunburgii ‘Gold Edge’

which has plum-coloured

leaves decorated with a

bright yellow guilding

around the edge. The 

two-tone effect is

stunning, as is its scarlet

autumn colour. I grow

this one as a backdrop to

the yellow-leaved elder 

(Sambucus ‘Golden

Glow’) as the foliage sets 

it off perfectly.

If that’s too big, what

about B. ‘Atropurpurea

Nana’? This purple, 2ft

(60cm) shrub is a great

trouble-free alternative

to box. You can even

have it as a hedge – but

if you play badminton, 

remember to wear

gloves before retrieving 

your shuttlecock! Q

T
o

b
y

B
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k
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I have a grudging respect

for berberis – but I am

also most wary of them!
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G’s telly gardener
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Tune in to
Toby on BBC
Flower Show

coverageTob BucklandToby Buckland

final word

Toby’s

Q Berberis is an excellent
wildlife shrub, as the dense
thorny stems make a safe
nesting place for hedgerow
wrens and robins. And the
numerous yellow spring flowers 
are loved by bees, too.

Toby has had a change of heart when 
it comes to berberis – but only just!

Berberis ‘Admiration’

W
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